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Summary of Net Assets and Pension Liabilities ($ millions)
As at December 31

Plan Highlights

2011 2010
Investments $2,610 $2,525

Net receivable 18 15

Net assets 2,628 2,540

Actuarial adjustment for
 fluctuation in fair value of net assets 31 (113)

Actuarial value of net assets 2,659 2,427

Actuarial deficiency 1,160 1,123

Accrued pension liability $3,819 $3,550

Contributions Received and Bene�ts Paid ($ millions)
Total Contributions Received Total Bene�ts Paid

20112010200920082007

137.8 142.2

166.2

190.0

147.6 155.1 161.6
174.2

198.6
184.0

20112010200920082007

7,002
7,345 7,682 7,582

3,302 3,468 3,607 3,838

7,592

3,998

Member and Pensioner Statistics
Active Members Pensioners 

Assets and Liabilities ($ millions)
Actuarial Value of Net Assets Accrued Pension Liability

20112010200920082007

$2,527
$2,185

$2,419 $2,427

$3,063
$3,240 $3,390 $3,550

$2,659

$3,819
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Profile
The Universities Academic Pension Plan (UAPP) was 

established in 1978 as a defined benefit pension plan for 

members of the academic and professional staff of Alberta 

universities and The Banff Centre. The UAPP was set up 

under the Public Sector Pension Plans Act (Alberta) and the 

Provincial Treasurer was the trustee until December 31, 2000.

The UAPP became an independent pension plan registered 

under the Employment Pension Plans Act (Alberta) and the 

Income Tax Act (Canada) as of January 1, 2001. The UAPP is 

now established under the Sponsorship and Trust Agreement 

signed by the academic staff associations and the boards of 

governors of four Alberta universities and The Banff Centre as 

Sponsors.

 ◗ The Board of Trustees, as established under the 

Sponsorship and Trust Agreement, is responsible for 

administering the Plan and investing the Fund.

 ◗ The UAPP is financed by employer and employee 

contributions, and by investment earnings. The Alberta 

Government also contributes towards eliminating the 

unfunded liability for service before 1992.

 ◗ The UAPP has approximately 7,600 active members, 

1,440 deferred members and 4,000 pensioners.

 ◗ The UAPP Fund’s market value at the end of 2011 was 

$2,627.6 million.

ISSN: 0842-2788 • Published by the Board of Trustees of the Universities Academic Pension Plan • Edmonton, Alberta • March 2012
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Board Composition
The Board of Trustees (Board) of 

the UAPP oversees the Plan. The 

Board is composed of five employer 

trustees and four employee trustees. 

However, the total votes carried by 

the employer trustees are the same 

as the votes carried by the employee 

trustees. The offices of Chair and 

Vice-Chair alternate every two years 

between employer and employee 

trustees.

Board Mandate
The Board is responsible for 

administration of the UAPP, 

investment of UAPP funds, setting 

contribution rates required to fund 

the UAPP and assisting Sponsors in 

developing appropriate changes 

to the UAPP. In carrying out its 

mandate, the Board is assisted by a 

small management team.

Governance of the Plan

Mission
It is the mission of the Board to deliver on its mandate in a manner that is 

consistent with:

 ◗ high quality services to UAPP members and stakeholders,

 ◗ prudent investment of the Fund,

 ◗ seeking stable contribution rates within the funding requirements of the EPPA,

 ◗ best practices in pension plan governance and management, and

 ◗ all applicable rules, laws and regulations.

Values
In carrying out its mission, the Board is guided by the following values:

 ◗ work in full partnership with Sponsors,

 ◗ be member/stakeholder focused,

 ◗ be open, accountable and responsible for its actions,

 ◗ conduct UAPP business with trust, fairness and integrity,

 ◗ adhere to the highest ethical standards,

 ◗ value and treat its employees as a vital resource, and

 ◗ learn, adapt and change to conduct the UAPP business better.
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Governance of the Plan

Pension Benefits Administration 
Services Provider
Buck Consultants

Member Pension Inquiries
155 Wellington Street West

Suite 3000

Toronto ON M5V 3H1

Attn: UAPP Administrator

Phone: 1.866.709.2092

Email: uappadmin@acs-hro.com

Pensioner Payroll
CIBC Mellon Global Securities Services Company

Pensioner Payroll Inquiries
CIBC Mellon Pension Benefits Department

PO Box 5858, Station B

London ON N6A 6H2

Phone: 1.800.565.0479

www.CIBCMellon.com

Investment Management
Alberta Investment Management Corporation (AIMCo)

Asset Consultants
Aon Hewitt

Actuary
Aon Hewitt

Auditor
KPMG LLP

Board of Trustees – 2011
Employer Appointees

Phyllis Clark, BA, MA (Chair)

University of Alberta

Jonathan (Jake) Gebert, CA

University of Calgary

Estelle Lo*, MBA, CMA, BCom

Athabasca University

Art Nutt, CGA

The Banff Centre

Nancy Walker, MBA, FCA

University of Lethbridge

* appointed to the Board September 2011

Employee Appointees
Daniel Furgason, BSc (Vice-Chair)

University of Lethbridge

Aditya Kaul, PhD

University of Alberta

Anne Stalker, BA (Hon), LLB (Qu)

University of Calgary

Zengxiang (Eric) Wang, PhD

Athabasca University

Executive Director
Virendra Gupta, MASc, CFA

Committees of the Board
Actuarial Committee

Phyllis Clark (Chair)

Anne Stalker
Nancy Walker

Audit Committee
Art Nutt (Chair)

Nancy Walker
Eric Wang

Investment Committee
Ron Bercov
Tom Bradley
Phyllis Clark
Daniel Furgason (Chair)

Jonathan (Jake) Gebert
Aditya Kaul
Bob Normand
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A Message from the Chair

The impact of the financial crisis of 2008 continues to linger. While the UAPP made substantial progress in 2009 and 2010 from the lows of 2008,  
2011 reminded us that the markets remain unsettled and that it will take time to recover from the ill effects of 2008.

2011 was a highly volatile year in the markets and the UAPP Fund returned 3.0% in the year. This return is substantially better than the reported median 
balanced fund return of -1.1%, but is well-short of the discount rate used in the actuarial valuation. The Board remains focussed on keeping the Plan’s 

finances on a sound footing.

The Board monitors the performance of the Fund, the Plan’s financial position and other metrics and developments relevant to the UAPP on a 
quarterly basis. As mentioned in the last Report, the Board undertook an actuarial valuation of the Plan as of December 31, 2010. The Board discussed 
in detail the assumptions underlying the valuation. In consultations with the actuary, the Board lowered the interest rate used to calculate the 
present value of the liabilities from 6.7% to 6.4% and adjusted several other minor assumptions. Based on the results of this strengthened valuation, 
the Board decided to increase combined employee and employer contributions by a total of 1.39% of salary effective July 1, 2012. This increase will 
be shared equally between employees and employers and the new contribution rates will pay for the current service costs and the unfunded liability 

if the assumptions are realized. A copy of the actuarial valuation is available on the UAPP’s website at www.uapp.ca under the Publications tab.

The Board, with the advice of the Investment Committee, continues to consider changes to the Fund’s asset mix. To reduce the volatility in the Fund’s 
return, the Board reduced the allocation to public equities by 5% of the Fund’s value and correspondingly increased the allocation to the fixed income 

component. A higher allocation to real estate is currently under consideration. The Board continues to monitor developments in capital markets and the 
Plan’s funded position and will consider further measures to reduce the volatility in the Plan’s return. The Board has decided to widen the availability of 

managers and explore moving towards a multi-manager structure for its investments. This will allow the Board to choose the most appropriate managers 
for the Fund.

The Board and its staff continue to work with the Plan Sponsors on changes to the Sponsorship and Trust Agreement arising out of issues of Plan operations and administration.

The Board places a high priority on quality services to members and is pleased to note that members have been and are being provided excellent service, as shown by the performance 
against the standards set in ten key areas of service vital to our members. The details of the standards and related performance are included in the section dealing with Plan Administration 
in this Report.

We regularly update UAPP members and other stakeholders through publications such as the quarterly Communiqué and the website. A call centre is also available to members seeking 
information about the UAPP. The Retirement Planning tool that is available through the website continues to be heavily used by the members. The Trustees’ Office also provides pension 
information as well as one-on-one sessions on a request basis.

2011 has been a busy year for the UAPP. On behalf of the UAPP, I would like to express my gratitude to Ron Bercov, Tom Bradley and Bob Normand who, as external members on the 
Investment Committee, give generously of their time to the work of our Investment Committee. I would like to thank Ray Block, who left the Board early in the year, and Murray Walford  
who served on the Board in the interim until Athabasca University appointed Estelle Lo to the Board. We welcome Estelle and look forward to working with her.

As outgoing Chair, I would like to thank the Board members with whom I have worked closely over the past two years and who have helped make the experience both a positive and 
productive one. I would like to welcome Daniel Furgason as the new Chair of the Board and wish him well in his new responsibilities.

The Board relies on a small team to carry out its mandate. On behalf of the Board, it is my great pleasure to acknowledge and thank our strong team led by our Executive Director, 
Virendra Gupta, for their dedication and service to the UAPP. As Virendra is retiring from the UAPP, I want to express my and the Board’s deep gratitude to Virendra for providing exemplary 
leadership and laying a solid foundation for the UAPP as the founding Executive Director. We wish him the very best in his future endeavours.

Phyllis Clark
Chair, Board of Trustees
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Financial Position of the Plan
The Plan’s Assets
The market value of the UAPP Fund was $2,627.6 million 

at the end of 2011. This is an increase of $87.2 million 

from the $2,540.4 million market value of the Fund at the 

end of 2010.

The Plan’s investment income net of investment costs 

was $74.6 million and the total contributions to the 

Plan exceeded benefits payments and administrative 

expenses by $12.6 million.

As can be seen from Chart 1, contributions to the 

Plan have historically been below the total of benefits 

payments and general expenses except for the last two 

years when they have been slightly above. Therefore, the 

growth in the Plan’s assets has been largely dependent 

on the net investment income which has been highly 

volatile in the last decade - ranging from $327 million 

in 2006 to -$509 million in 2008. These year-to-year 

swings have mirrored the volatile performance of capital 

markets in general.

Management Discussion and Analysis

Fund Growth ($ millions)
Contributions Net Investment IncomeBene�t Payments & Expenses
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Management Discussion and Analysis

In order to reduce the impact of volatility in annual investment 

returns, the actuarial value of assets, instead of market value, is 

used in determining contribution requirements.The actuarial 

value is based on a 3-year average of the differences between 

the rates of return assumed in the actuarial valuation and the 

market rates of return as described in Note 14 of the Financial 

Statements.

This means that, in better-than-expected markets (2003-2006), 

a smoothing reserve (cushion) builds up, and in worse-than-

expected markets, a deficit is accumulated.

In 2009 and 2010, investment returns were higher than the 

actuarially-assumed returns and, as a result, the Plan built 

up a cushion of $113.2 million at the end of 2010. Since the 

investment return in 2011 is lower than the actuarially-assumed 

return of 6.4%, the cushion of $113.2 million has been fully 

used and a negative reserve of $31 million has been set aside to 

be paid from future higher-than-assumed earnings. As shown 

in Chart 2, over the last 10 years, the smoothing reserve has 

averaged $2.4 million.

Smoothing Reserve over 10 Years
(Actuarial Adjustment) ($ millions)

Average of the smoothing reserve for 10 years ending in the year

200920082007200620052004 2010 2011

$96

$124

$172

-$18

-$199

-$125

$113

$-31.4

CHART 2
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Management Discussion and Analysis

The Plan’s Liabilities
The Plan’s accrued liabilities as of December 31, 2011 are 

estimated to be $3,819.0 million, a growth of 7.6% over the 

$3,550.0 million liability reported in the 2010 financial statements. 

Of the $3,819.0 million, $1,599.9 million is for pre-1992 service 

and $2,219.1 million is for post-1991 service.

As indicated in the 2010 Annual Report, the Board undertook 

an actuarial valuation of the Plan as of December 31, 2010. The 

actuarial valuation, completed in 2011, showed that the Plan’s 

accrued liability was $91.1 million higher than estimated at the 

time of last year’s financial statements. This was mainly the result 

of lowering the discount rate from 6.7% to 6.4% and making 

minor changes in other assumptions. The accrued liabilities as of 

December 31, 2011 have been estimated by the actuary based on 

the 2010 actuarial valuation.

Assets and Liabilities ($ billions)
Liability Actuarial Value Market Value
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CHART 3
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Management Discussion and Analysis

The Plan’s Funded Ratio
Since the investment return in 2011 was below the rate assumed 

in the last actuarial valuation, the Plan’s funded ratio on a market-

value basis declined from 71.6% in 2010 to 68.8% at the end of 

2011. The funded ratio on a smoothed asset-value basis was 70% 

because the actuarial value of assets was $31 million higher than 

the market value.

The unfunded liability for pre-1992 service is accounted for 

separately because the Alberta Government, in the early 

1990s, set special rules for funding it. The rules require that it 

be amortized over a long period ending in 2043. The Alberta 

Government makes a fixed contribution equal to 1.25% of total 

salary towards this unfunded liability and the employers and 

employees share equally the balance of the required contribution 

as determined by actuarial valuations from time to time. The 

employer and employee contributions are adjusted after each 

actuarial valuation as necessary to amortize the unfunded liability 

by the end of 2043.
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Management Discussion and Analysis
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The unfunded liability for pre-1992 service has grown from 

$193 million at the end of 2001 to $772 million at the end of 2011.

The Alberta Government’s share of the payments towards the 

pre-1992 deficit started at about 50% when the cost-sharing was 

first imposed in the early 1990s. It now stands at only 35% of the 

total payments towards the unfunded liability.

The legacy of the large pre-1992 unfunded liability resulting 

from severe underfunding while the Alberta government was 

responsible for setting the Plan’s contribution rates and the 

very long and back-end-loaded payment schedule exacerbates 

intergenerational equity, exposes the UAPP to unique risks and 

makes it difficult for Plan Sponsors to undertake a major reform of 

the Plan.

The asset/liability modelling study completed in 2010 showed 

that in the base case, the pre-1992 assets will be exhausted 

around the mid-2020s. The number of active members who have 

pre-1992 service continues to decline and is about 14% as of the 

end of 2011.

Pre-1992 Unfunded Liability ($ millions)
Pre-1992 Unfunded Liability (Actuarial Value)
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Management Discussion and Analysis

The last decade has not been kind to defined-benefit pension plans. Like most other final-average-

salary defined-benefit pension plans, the UAPP’s financial position has been buffeted by volatile 

markets and the financial crisis of 2008 on one side and rock-bottom bond yields, improving life 

expectancy and continued early retirements on the other side.

This experience of the last decade has been very different from the conditions prevailing and 

the assumptions made when the Plan was first established. The first actuarial valuation done in 

1981 after the Plan had been set up assumed an investment return of 10.5% per annum, and, in 

contrast, the latest valuation assumes a return of 6.4% per annum.

As discussed in previous Reports, both the asset and liability sides have put pressure on the Plan’s 

financial position. In a typical pension plan, in the past, a rule of thumb used to be that investment 

earnings are expected to pay for about 75 to 80 cents of each dollar of pension. But the capital 

markets’ performance have not lived up to this expectation.

In terms of life expectancy, much of the increase in life expectancy now comes from a reduction 

in mortality at senior ages. This is expected to continue. Studies by the Office of the Chief Actuary 

for the CPP/OAS also show that, on the average, males who have part of their OAS clawed back live 

about 4.5 years longer than those whose benefits are not clawed back. The corresponding number 

for females is 3.4 years. Table 1 shows the projections of life expectancy with built-in mortality 

improvements done by the Office of the Chief Actuary.

However, the UAPP is not alone in facing these challenges. Mercer’s (a benefits consulting firm) 

pension index that reports on the health of defined benefit plans in general, stood at 68% in 2011 

against a desirable level of 100%. The UAPP has managed these challenges by gradually lowering 

the discount rate used in actuarial valuations, upping the life expectancy assumptions and shifting 

the Fund’s asset mix to include higher allocation to alternative asset classes, doing an actuarial 

valuation every two years and adjusting contributions as necessary. Since the asset returns have 

not kept pace with the increases in liabilities, the UAPP has increased contributions to meet the 

Plan’s funding requirements. Combined employee and employer contributions are scheduled to 

be 25.68% of salary as of July 1, 2012.

Pre-1992 Service Funded Ratio (percentage)
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TABLE 1
Average Life Expectancy in Years at Age 65

Females Males

1996 18 14

2006 22 20

2050 25 23
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Looking Forward
Looking to the future, it seems that the near term will continue to be a challenging 

one. Much as the Board has gradually lowered the discount rate to 6.4% and increased 

contributions accordingly to pay for current service and the accumulated unfunded 

liability, healthy investment returns remain critical to the Plan’s future.

The sensitivity analysis done with the last actuarial valuation shows that keeping all 

other assumptions constant, lowering the discount rate by 1% will increase the liability 

by $550 million (or 14%) and the current service cost by 3.8% of payroll. Given an 

environment of high sovereign debts, the stretched fiscal position of governments, aging 

populations, de-leveraging by corporations, low productivity growth and an uncertain 

economic outlook, many analysts believe that capital market returns will be in the range 

of mid-single-digit numbers over the near future.

These tough times have forced many plan sponsors to re-think plan design. Some 

have not only increased contributions but also have cut back on benefits such as early 

retirement and ancillary benefits, and a few universities have even closed their defined-

benefit plan to new employees.

While the Board will continue to monitor the Plan’s performance and adjust, as the 

opportunity presents, the asset allocation towards lower volatile asset classes and take 

other actions as necessary, the UAPP’s Plan Sponsors will have to carefully assess the risks 

associated with the current Plan design and ensure that the design continues to meet 

employee and employer retirement goals and is sustainable for the very long term.

Management Discussion and Analysis

TABLE 2
Maturity of the Plan

Ratio of Pensioners’ Liabilities  
to Total Liabilities

Number of Active Employees  
for Each Pensioner

1981 6% 15.75

1984 12% 10.09

1991 33% 3.94

2002 51% 2.14

2010 50% 1.97
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Management Discussion and Analysis

Investment Report
Investment Considerations and Approach
As discussed in previous Annual Reports, the development of the UAPP’s strategic, long-term investment policy is based on several key considerations.

1. The investment returns earned by the Plan are the key source of funds for the Plan and directly impact the contributions required from employers and 

employees to fund the Plan.

2. Asset classes with higher long-term returns tend to exhibit higher volatility of returns. For example, historic data for Canadian equities and long bonds over 

the past 80 years shows that the annual compound return for equities exceeded that of bonds by about 4.0% while the standard deviation of annual returns 

for equities was more than twice that of long bonds.

3. In setting the discount rate to estimate the present value of future payments (the liability of the Plan), actuaries tend to be heavily influenced by the long 

bond rates and the expectations of the equity risk premium prevailing at the time of an actuarial valuation.

4. The Employment Pension Plans Act requires the UAPP to perform an actuarial valuation at least once every three years and increase the contribution rates, 

if necessary, to meet the Plan’s funding requirements. The UAPP Board has a practice of doing an actuarial valuation every two years. Therefore, short-term 

asset returns can influence employer and employee contributions.

5. Asset returns vary from year to year and can be negative over short to medium time horizons. On the other hand, liability estimates tend to be more steady 

and go up from one year to the next year as members earn more service and the interest on the accumulated liability is accrued.

6. In general, the volatility associated with equity markets can, in ordinary times, be partially offset by diversification through investment in asset classes whose 

returns have low correlation with equities and among themselves.

7. Given the very low yields on long bonds, the Plan has to invest in equity and equity-like assets and accept the associated risk in order to seek higher returns 

and keep the Plan’s contribution rates manageable.

8. Lower long-term costs are valued by employers and employees.

These considerations require an investment approach that seeks to obtain higher long-term returns while containing the volatility in short-term results. This goal 

underlies the UAPP’s investment policy and risk management measures.
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Investment Policy
The UAPP’s investment policies are based on the investment beliefs and expectations of the Board and are set out in the Statement of Investment Policies & Goals 

(SIP&G). The asset mix policy, or the Fund’s long-term allocation to the different asset classes, is a key component of the SIP&G. It is through the asset allocation 

decision that the Board diversifies its investments across asset classes and attempts a balance between the objective of higher long-term returns and the need to 

reduce shorter-term volatility in those returns.

The Board, through its Investment Committee, monitors on an ongoing basis the performance of the Fund, the funded status of the Plan, capital markets and 

economic developments and expectations. Based on this monitoring, the Board may make adjustments to the asset mix and take other appropriate measures to 

control risk or improve returns. The Board reviews the SIP&G at least once a year.

In order to thoroughly assess the suitability of the Plan’s strategic asset allocation in view of the recent investment experience, changes in capital market expectations 

following the financial crisis of 2008 and the Plan’s funded position, the Board initiated an asset/liability modelling study in 2010. The study, which was completed 

in 2011, generated risk/return profiles of portfolios composed of different asset mixes. These simulations assisted in discussing the probable impacts on the Plan’s 

funded position and contribution 

rates of shifting allocation to and 

among various asset classes. Since 

the simulation results heavily depend 

on the risk and return assumptions 

employed in these studies, eventual 

changes in asset mix require exercise 

of caution and judgment. After 

lengthy discussions of the results, the 

Board, on the recommendations of 

the Investment Committee, agreed 

to reduce total allocation to equities 

by 5% and increase the allocation to 

fixed income by 5% in 2011. The new 

asset mix was to be implemented by 

the end of 2011. Table 1 shows the 

asset mixes at the end of years 2010 

and 2011.

Management Discussion and Analysis

TABLE 1
Asset Mix 2010 Year-end 2011 Year-end

Asset Class Benchmark Policy Allocation
(percentage of total Fund)

 Cash & Short-term DEX 91 Day T-bill Index 0.5 0.0
 Universe Bonds and Mortgages DEX Universe Bonds 5.0 10.5
 Long Duration Bonds DEX Long Bond Index 12.5 12.5
 Real Return Bonds DEX Real Return Index 7.0 7.0

Total Fixed Income 25.0 30.0
 Canadian Equities S&P/TSX Composite Capped Index 17.5 17.5
 Global Equities MSCI ACWI 42.5 33.5
 Emerging Markets Equities MSCI Emerging Markets Index, Net 0.0 4.0

Total Public Equities 60.0 55.0
 Absolute Return Strategies (Hedge Funds) HFRX Global Investable Index (Hedged C$) 2.0 2.0
 Real Estate ICREIM/IPD Large Institutional All Property Index 8.0 8.0
 Infrastructure and Private Debt & Loan CPI + 600 bps 4.0 4.0
 Timberland CPI + 400 bps 1.0 1.0

Total Alternative Classes 15.0 15.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
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The Board has given its investment manager the latitude to vary actual investments in an asset class 

within the maximum and minimum ranges approved for that asset class. In addition, recognizing that 

investment opportunities may not always fit neatly within an asset class, the Board has authorized its 

investment manager to invest up to a maximum of 5% of the Fund’s market value in special opportunities.

A full copy of the text of the SIP&G is available on the UAPP’s website at www.uapp.ca under the 

Publications tab.

Investment Policy Implementation
Currently, the entire UAPP Fund is invested through AIMCo, a provincial crown corporation, established in 

January 2008, reporting to the Minister of Finance. AIMCo invests the UAPP’s funds subject to the Board’s 

SIP&G as amended from time to time.

To mitigate implementation risk, clearly-defined benchmarks, guidelines, standards and controls have 

been established at both total Fund and asset class levels. Compliance with the SIP&G and performance 

against specified benchmarks are monitored on a quarterly basis. The Board has retained an independent 

asset consultant, Aon Hewitt, to provide evaluation of AIMCo on a regular basis.

The relationship with AIMCo has allowed the UAPP to invest, particularly in alternative asset classes such 

as real estate, infrastructure and timberland, on a cost-effective basis. AIMCo invests about $67 billion 

in assets belonging to Alberta public sector pension plans, the Alberta Government and other public 

entities. Since good investment opportunities in many of the alternative asset classes have been in short 

supply, AIMCo has rationed access to those products among the various funds.

Management Discussion and Analysis
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2011 2010

Asset Class
Policy 

Benchmark

Allowable Range

Actual
Policy 

Benchmark

Allowable Range

ActualMinimum Maximum Minimum Maximum

% % % %
Money Market and Fixed Income

Cash & Short-term 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0 0.9
Universe Bonds and Mortgages 10.5 8.0 12.0 10.9 5.0 2.0 8.0 5.8
Long Duration Bonds 12.5 10.0 15.0 13.1 12.5 10.0 15.0 12.2
Real Return Bonds 7.0 5.0 9.0 7.5 7.0 4.0 10.0 7.4

30.0 25.0 35.0 32.0 25.0 20.0 30.0 26.3
Public Equities

Canadian 17.5 15.0 20.0 17.1 17.5 15.0 20.0 17.7
Foreign 42.5 38.0 47.0 44.7
Global 33.5 30.0 35.0 30.8
Emerging Markets 4.0 0.0 5.0 6.5

55.0 50.0 60.0 54.4 60.0 55.0 65.0 62.4
Alternative Investments

Real Estate 8.0 5.0 11.0 7.6 8.0 5.0 11.0 6.8
Infrastructure and Private Debt & Loan 4.0 1.0 6.0 4.3 4.0 1.0 6.0 3.1
Absolute Return Strategies (Hedge Funds) 2.0 0.0 5.0 0.9 2.0 0.0 5.0 1.1
Timberland 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.3

15.0 7.5 20.0 13.6 15.0 7.5 20.0 11.3
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Management Discussion and Analysis

TABLE 2
Long-term Policy Asset Mix (percentage of total Fund)

Table 2 compares the Plan’s 

Long-term Policy Asset Mix 

with the actual allocation at 

the end of 2011.

As can be seen from 

Table 2, the Plan holds a 

highly-diversified portfolio 

of investments in fixed 

income securities, Canadian 

and foreign equities and 

inflation-sensitive and 

alternative investments. 

This includes participation 

in both passively and 

actively-managed pooled 

investment funds. The Plan 

holds a globally-diversified 

portfolio across publicly-

traded equities and fixed 

income which increases 

opportunities to add value. 

In addition, the Fund’s investments in real estate and infrastructure provide cash yields that can be expected to grow with inflation.

The Plan’s money market and fixed income portfolio is exposed to credit risk and interest rate risk through bond and mortgage holdings and derivative products. 

Based on the view that currency hedging is a zero-sum game in the long-run, currency exposure to foreign equity markets is largely unhedged. However, the 

investment manager has the discretion to hedge up to 25% of the Plan’s foreign currency exposure. Therefore, unless AIMCo hedges the currency exposure, the 

returns from foreign markets will be impacted by changes in the exchange rate of the Canadian dollar.
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Proxy Voting
Proxy voting is an important tool in corporate governance. Pension funds are 

to be managed in the best interests of beneficiaries. This principle governs 

the voting of proxies. The UAPP Board considers proxy voting to be a key 

element of responsible investing and that thoughtful voting is a contributor 

to optimizing the long-term value of investments. The Board, through AIMCo, 

has outsourced the day-to-day research and mechanical functions to an 

external independent firm that specializes in providing proxy-related services 

to institutional investors. AIMCo is free to override the recommendations of 

the outsourcer where it deems so advisable.

Risk Management System
The Board recognizes that in order to meet the return objectives of the Plan, 

the UAPP must take on risk inherent in the assets in which the UAPP invests. 

The UAPP invests in a diverse set of asset types to help improve the likelihood 

of achieving our desired results for a given level of risk.

Investment risk management is a key focus for the Board and the investment 

manager. AIMCo seeks to measure and monitor both historic and possible 

future risks, allocating risk as a scarce resource to the most promising 

investment opportunities. AIMCo maintains a quantitative investment risk 

system designed to operate across all asset classes and a variety of risk types.

The UAPP monitors the risk of adverse movements in the Plan’s liabilities and 

investments. AIMCo models the risk of both assets and liabilities and reports 

to the UAPP’s Investment Committee on a quarterly basis.

Evaluating Investment Performance
A key assumption in calculating the Plan’s liabilities is the long-term real 

rate of return, i.e., the return net of inflation. The estimated value of the 

Management Discussion and Analysis

Plan’s liabilities is highly sensitive to this assumption. Over the last several 

valuations, the Plan’s actuary has used a long-term real return rate of 4.0% in 

estimating the liabilities and, therefore, this number can be taken as the long-

term real return target for the Plan.

The Plan’s investment performance can also be assessed in terms of whether 

investment managers are adding value above their respective benchmarks. 

In this case, the performance of the Plan is measured against a policy 

benchmark return calculated using the Plan’s policy allocation to each asset 

class and the market index return for the specific class.

While investment performance can be compared to other funds, this 

comparison is meaningful only to the extent that the funds being compared 

have similar asset mix, risk constraints and other policies. A fund that is 100% 

invested in fixed income, for example, does not provide a valid comparison to 

a fund that is 100% invested in equities.

2011 Investment Performance
In 2011, the Plan’s investment 

portfolio earned 3.0%, or $75 million, 

after investment expenses, down 

from last year’s investment gain 

of 10.0%, or $232 million. Equity 

markets finished the first half of 

2011 in positive territory. In the US, 

companies churned out healthy 

profits and stock price-to-earnings 

ratios dropped to their lowest 

levels in recent years. Despite these 

positive stock market fundamentals, 

Fund Value:

$2.6 Billion

Return on Investments:

3.0 Percent

Net investment Income:

$75 Million
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investor confidence was shaken and stock markets declined in the third 

quarter of 2011. Investors were fixated on the overwhelming bad news 

stemming from the European sovereign debt crisis and downgrades in credit 

ratings of numerous countries. Even the US was downgraded amid legislative 

gridlock over their increasing debt ceiling. In the fourth quarter, equity 

markets made a partial recovery.

Overall, the Canadian and non-North American equity markets finished down 

in 2011 while the US equity market closed the year in positive territory.

Despite the highly volatile equity markets, strong gains from the Plan’s 

diversified investments in bonds and real estate more than offset the losses 

from its investments in equities.

At December 31, 2011, the fair value of the Plan’s net investments totalled 

$2.610 billion, up $85 million from $2.525 billion at the end of the previous year.

The following chart summarizes the market returns in Canadian dollars from 

various indices around the world and the overall return of the UAPP for 2011.

Management Discussion and Analysis

9.4%

11.1%

IPD Large Institutional All Property Index

DEX Long Bond Index

DEX Real Return Bond Index

S&P 500 Index

MSCI EAFE Index

S&P/TSX Composite Index

MSCI Emerging Markets Free Index, Net

UAPP 3.0%

-16.6%

-8.7%

-10.2%

4.4%

18.3%

18.1%

22.0%

Index Returns (in Canadian dollars) for Major Markets and the UAPP

The Canadian stock market, as represented by the Standard & Poor’s Toronto 

Stock Exchange (S&P/TSX) Composite Index, lost 8.7% in 2011 compared to a 

gain of 17.6% in 2010, a gain of 35.1% in 2009 and a loss of 33.0% in 2008.

Outside of Canada, the Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) 

Europe, Australasia, and the Far East (EAFE) Index tracks the performance of 

approximately 1,000 companies in 22 stock exchanges around the world. 

In Canadian dollars, the MSCI EAFE Index lost 10.2% in 2011 compared to 

a gain of 2.4% in 2010, a gain of 12.6% in 2009 and a loss of 29.8% in 2008. 

Approximately 20% of the Plan’s investments are denominated in currencies 

other than the Canadian and US dollar, including the Euro which comprises 

4% of the Plan’s investments. At December 31, 2011, one Euro was worth 

$1.32 Canadian compared to $1.33 Canadian at the beginning of the year.

The S&P 500 Index, which tracks the performance of the top 500 American 

companies, gained 4.4% in Canadian dollars (2.1% in US dollars) in 2011, 

compared to a gain of 9.4% in Canadian dollars (15.1% in US dollars) in 2010, 

a gain of 8.1% in Canadian dollars (26.5% in US dollars) in 2009 and a loss of 

21.9% in Canadian dollars (37.0% in US dollars) in 2008.

Investments by Currency

Canadian Dollar (CAD) 62%

United States Dollar (USD) 18%

Euro (EUR) 4%
Japanese Yen (JPY) 3%

British Pound (GBP) 3%
Australian Dollar (AUD) 2%
Hong Kong Dollar (HKD) 1%

Currencies < 1% each (29) 7%
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Approximately 18% of the Plan’s investments are denominated in US dollars. 

The weaker Canadian dollar in relation to the US dollar had a positive impact 

on the value of US dollar investments held by the Plan. At December 31, 2011, 

one US dollar was worth $1.02 Canadian compared to 99 cents Canadian at the 

beginning of the year. As a result, US dollar investments were worth more when 

translated into Canadian dollars at December 31, 2011, resulting in higher returns 

in Canadian dollars.

The Canadian real estate market, as represented by the IPD Large Institutional All 

Property Index, increased by 22.0% in 2011 compared to an increase of 11.2% in 

2010, a decrease of 0.1% in 2009 and a gain of 3.1% in 2008.

The long bond market, as represented by the DEX Long Bond Index, posted a return of 

18.1% in 2011 compared to 12.5% in 2010, 5.5% in 2009 and 2.7% in 2008.

The chart below compares the Plan’s actual return over one year and annualized 

returns over four, eight and eighteen years against the Plan’s required long-term 

investment return (i.e., real rate of return of 4.0% plus inflation as measured by the 

Consumer Price Index (CPI)).

Management Discussion and Analysis

4 Yrs*20112010200920082007200620052004 8 Yrs* 18 Yrs*

Actual Return vs. Required Long-Term Return Objective
Actual Return Annual Average CPI + 4%

11.7%
14.4% 15.2%

1.7%

-20.4%

15.5%

10.0%

3.0%
1.0%

5.7% 6.7%

*Annualized

Actual versus Policy Return (percentage)
Actual Policy

Eighteen yearsEight yearsFour yearsOne year

3.0 3.1

(0.1)

1.0
2.0

(1.0)

5.7 5.9

(0.2)

6.7 6.8

(0.1)

Value Lost

The Plan’s annualized returns over four, eight and eighteen years 

are 1.0%, 5.7% and 6.7% respectively. Because of the collapse of the 

markets in 2008, over four years, the Plan’s actual investment return is 

substantially below the Plan’s long-term expected return of CPI plus 

4.0%. Over the long-term of eighteen years, the Plan’s investment return 

is greater than the long-term expected return.

Actual versus Policy Return
According to the Plan’s SIP&G, the Board has set a performance goal 

based on the expectation that AIMCo will add 0.5% per annum over 

a four-year period from active management beyond the passively-

managed market-based policy benchmark.

Over the past four years, active management decisions hurt the Plan’s 

returns by about 1.0% per annum.
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Performance by Asset Class

Fixed Income Investments
At December 31, 2011, fixed income holdings comprised 

32.0% of the Plan’s total investments or $836 million, up 

from 26.3% or $665 million at December 31, 2010. Most of 

the UAPP’s fixed income component is invested in units of 

AIMCo’s Canadian Long Bond Pool, Real Return Bond Pool, 

Universe Fixed Income Pool and Private Mortgage Pool 

with smaller allocations to deposits and other fixed income 

securities.

(percentage) Long Bonds Real Return Bonds Universe Bonds

ISSUER
Pool 

Holdings
Benchmark 

Index
Pool 

Holdings
Benchmark 

Index

Universe 
Pool 

Holdings

Mortgage 
Pool 

Holdings
Benchmark 

Index

Federal 5 29 77 85 9 - 44

Provincial 67 48 11 15 25 2 28

Municipal 10 1 - - - - 2

Corporate 18 22 12 - 50 - 26

Private Debt & 
 Mortgages

- - - - 10 98 -

Less than one year - - - - 6 - -

Total Percent 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Summary of Fixed Income Holdings
(by pooled investment fund)

Universe Fixed Income Pool 
23% (2010: 6%)

Canadian Long 
Bond Pool   

41% 
(2010: 46%)

Real Return Bond Pool  
23% (2010: 29%)

Private Mortgage Pool 
11% (2010: 14%)

Deposits and other 
2% (2010: 5%)

The table below compares the pooled fund holdings, by issuer, to the benchmark index holdings.

Actual
Return

Benchmark Index
Combined Benchmark*

Net Value
Added (Lost)Total Fixed Income

Total Fixed Income % % %
One year 14.1 15.3 (1.2)
Four year 8.2 9.1 (0.9)

*  The combined benchmark includes the DEX Long Bond Index, DEX Real Return Bond Index, DEX Universe Bond Index and 
DEX 91-Day T-Bill Index.

Management Discussion and Analysis

The table below shows the returns from the Plan’s fixed income portfolio in 2011. Overall, total fixed 

income securities gained 14.1% in 2011, 1.2% less than the combined benchmark gain of 15.3%.
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Canadian Equities Master Pool
Industry Exposure Relative to Benchmark 
December 31, 2011

Benchmark 
TSX Composite Index

Over (Under) 
Benchmark

Sector % %

Consumer Discretionary 4 1

Consumer Staples 3 3

Energy 27 -2

Financials 30 1

Health Care 1 -

Industrials 6 1

Information Technology 1 -

Materials 21 -

Telecommunications 5 1

Utilities 2 1

100

Actual
Return

Benchmark Index
S&P/TSX Composite

Net Value
Added (Lost)Total Fixed Income

Total Canadian Equities % % %
One year (7.8) (8.7) 0.9
Four year (0.6) (0.6) 0.0

In 2011, the Canadian equity portfolio lost 7.8%, 0.9% less than the benchmark loss of 8.7%.

Canadian Equities
At December 31, 2011, Canadian public equities represented 

17.1% of the Plan’s total investments or $446 million, 

compared to 17.7% or $445 million at the end of the previous 

year. Most of the Plan’s Canadian equity portfolio (96%) 

is invested in AIMCo’s Canadian Equities Master Pool. The 

Pool includes directly-held investments in Canadian public 

companies and structured equity products which replicate 

Canadian public equity investments using index swaps and 

futures contracts linked to the Standard and Poor’s Toronto 

Stock Exchange (S&P/TSX) Index. Directly-held interest-bearing 

securities support the notional value of index swaps and 

futures contracts.

Global Public Equities
At December 31, 2011, global public equities comprised 37.3% 

of the Plan’s total investments or $974 million, down from 

44.7% or $1.129 billion the previous year. UAPP’s global public 

equity portfolio is comprised of units in AIMCo’s Global Equities 

Master Pool (81%), Emerging Markets Equity Pool (17%) and 

other tactical allocations (2%). In 2011, the foreign public equity 

portfolio lost 5.2%, 0.4% less than the benchmark loss of 5.6%.

Actual
Return

Benchmark Index
MSCI All Country World Index

Net Value
Added (Lost)Total Fixed Income

Total Global Equities % % %
One year (5.2) (5.6) 0.4
Four year (5.3) (4.2) (1.1)
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Global Equities Master Pool
Most of the Plan’s global equity portfolio (81%) is invested 

in units of AIMCo’s Global Equities Master Pool. The Pool’s 

investment in global developed equity markets consists 

of countries whose economies and capital markets are 

well-established and mature. The Pool’s global developed 

portfolio includes directly-held investments in public 

companies in the US, Europe, Australasia, and the Far East 

(EAFE) with smaller allocations to emerging markets and 

Canada. The Pool replicates exposure to global equity 

markets by investing in structured equity products using 

index swaps and futures contracts. Directly-held interest-

bearing securities support the notional value of index swaps 

and futures contracts. The Plan’s global developed equity 

portfolio lost 2.9% in 2011.

Global Equities Master Pool
Industry Exposure Relative to Benchmark 
December 31, 2011

Benchmark 
MSCI World 

Total Return Index
Over (Under) 
Benchmark

Sector % %

Consumer Discretionary 10 -1

Consumer Staples 11 6

Energy 12 -2

Financials 18 -4

Health Care 11 -

Industrials 11 5

Information Technology 12 1

Materials 7 -2

Telecommunications 4 -1

Utilities 4 -2

100

Global Equities Master Pool
Relative Regional Exposure to Benchmark 
December 31, 2011

Benchmark 
MSCI World 

Total Return Index
Over (Under) 
Benchmark

Region % %

United States 53 -3

Europe, Australasia & the Far East 42 4

Emerging Markets - -1

Canada 5 -

100
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Emerging Markets Pool
Approximately 17% of the UAPP’s foreign equity portfolio also includes an 

investment in AIMCo’s Emerging Market Pool, which holds actively-managed 

investments in economies that are in the early stages of development and 

whose market has sufficient size and liquidity and is receptive to foreign 

investment. The Plan’s emerging markets portfolio lost 18.7% in 2011, 

2.1% more than the MSCI Emerging Markets Index loss of 16.6%.

Top Ten Countries in Emerging Markets Pool

Other countries 22%

Brazil 13%

South Korea 13%
Taiwan 11%

Russia 6%

India 6%
Thailand 2%

China 14%

Mexico 3%

South Africa 7%

Malaysia 3%

Alternative Investments
Alternative investments totaling $355 million or 13.6% of the Plan’s total 

portfolio includes real estate, infrastructure, timberland investments and 

hedge funds. In 2011, the Plan’s actual gain from alternative investments was 

16.2%, 2.0% more than combined benchmark gain of 14.2%. Over four years, 

the annualized return was 7.2%, 0.1% less than the combined benchmark 

gain of 7.3%.
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Real Estate
At December 31, 2011, real estate investments comprised 7.6% of the Plan’s total investments 

or $198 million, up from 6.8% or $171 million the previous year. Real estate investments 

provide diversification, high cashflow and are expected to provide protection from inflation. 

The UAPP invests in AIMCo’s Private Real Estate Pool, which includes a mix of office, retail, 

industrial and residential properties located in Ontario, Alberta, Quebec and British Columbia. 

The Plan’s actual gain from real estate investments in 2011 was 23.3%, 1.3% more than the 

benchmark gain of 22.0%.

Actual
Return

Benchmark Index
IPD Large Institutional 

All Property Index
Net Value

Added (Lost)Total Fixed Income

Real Estate % % %
One year 23.3 22.0 1.3
Four year 7.9 8.7 (0.8)

Private Real Estate Pool
by Province

Pooled Fund 
9%

Ontario  
47% 

Quebec 
7%

British Columbia 
2%

Alberta
35% 

Private Real Estate Pool
by Sector

Pooled Funds 
9%

O�ce  
41% 

Industrial
9%

Residential 
3%

Land & Development 
6%

Retail
32% 
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Private Income (Infrastructure and Private Debt & Loan)
At December 31, 2011, the UAPP’s investment in AIMCo’s 

Infrastructure and Private Debt and Loan Pools comprised 4.3% 

of total Plan investments or $114 million, compared to 3.1% or 

$79 million at the end of the previous year. The investment in 

infrastructure pools, totaling $88 million, includes projects that 

provide attractive returns and have holdings in transportation 

(e.g., toll roads, airports, ports and rails), power (e.g., contracted 

power generation and power transmission pipelines) and utilities (e.g., water, waste water and natural gas networks). The investment in the Private Debt and 

Loan Pool, totaling $26 million, includes investments in debt instruments such as senior secured debt and convertible debt that are generally un-rated or non-

investment grade. In 2011, investments in infrastructure and private debt and loan gained 6.5%, 2.4% less than the benchmark gain of 8.9%.

Absolute Return Strategies (Hedge Funds)
At December 31, 2011, the UAPP’s investment in AIMCo’s 

Absolute Return Strategy Pool (hedge fund pool) comprised 

0.9% of the Plan’s total investment portfolio or $22 million, 

down from 1.1% or $27 million at the end of the previous 

year. This class of investment encompasses a wide variety of strategies with the objective of realizing positive returns regardless of the overall market direction. 

Absolute return strategies include hedge fund strategies such as distressed securities, merger arbitrage, event driven, equity market neutral and equity hedge. 

The Hedge Fund investment gained 10.1% in 2011, 18.5% more than the benchmark loss of 8.4%.

Timberland
At December 31, 2011, the UAPP’s investment in AIMCo’s 

Timberland Pool comprised 0.8% of total Plan investments 

or $20 million, compared to 0.3% or $8 million at the end 

of the previous year. The Timberland investment includes 

forestry land in Canada and globally. The investment in Canada 

represents an interest in a limited partnership which holds 

forestry land and land held for higher and better use in the Province of British Columbia. The foreign investment primarily includes forestry and agricultural land 

in Australia. The Timberland investment gained 16.9% in 2011, 10.0% more than the benchmark gain of 6.9%.

Actual
Return

Benchmark Index
Consumer Price Index (CPI) 

Plus 6%
Net Value

Added (Lost)Total Fixed Income

Infrastructure and Private 
 Debt & Loan % % %

One year 6.5 8.9 (2.4)
Four year 8.0 8.0 0.0

Actual
Return

Benchmark Index
HFRX Global Investable Index

Net Value
Added (Lost)Total Fixed Income

Hedge Funds % % %
One year 10.1 (8.4) 18.5
Four year 1.3 (4.8) 6.1

Actual
Return

Benchmark Index
Consumer Price Index (CPI) 

Plus 4%
Net Value

Added (Lost)Total Fixed Income

Timberland % % %
One year 16.9 6.9 10.0
Four year 1.5 6.0 (4.5)
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Annual Returns

2011
2010

(restated (B)) 2009 2008 Annualized 4 yr
% % % % %

Total Fund 3.0 10.0 15.5 (20.4) 1.0
Policy Return 3.1 10.4 15.9 (17.9) 2.0

Value Added (Lost) from Active Management (0.1) (0.4) (0.4) (2.5) (1.0)
Consumer Price Index (C) 2.9 2.0 1.0 2.0 2.0
Total Fixed Income 14.1 11.5 8.7 (1.1) 8.2
Combined Benchmarks 15.3 10.7 7.9 2.9 9.1

Short-term Fixed Income 1.2 1.2 3.3 7.1 3.2
DEX 91-Day T-Bill Index 1.0 0.5 0.6 3.3 1.4
Universe Bonds 9.3 10.0 4.1 5.0 7.1
DEX Universe Bond Index 9.7 6.7 5.4 6.4 7.0
Long Duration Bonds 16.8 13.5 8.3 (4.2) 8.3
DEX Long Bond Index 18.1 12.5 5.5 2.7 9.5
Real Return Bonds 18.1 11.0 13.1 1.0 10.6
 DEX Real Return Bond Index 18.3 11.1 14.5 0.4 10.9

Total Public Equities (5.9) 9.7 22.4 (32.2) (3.8)
Combined Benchmark (6.4) 10.1 21.3 (28.9) (2.9)

Total Canadian Equities (7.8) 18.0 36.1 (33.8) (0.6)
S&P/TSX Composite Capped (8.7) 17.6 38.3 (34.1) (0.6)
Foreign Equities (5.2) 6.4 16.5 (31.6) (5.3)
Global Equities (2.9) 5.6 13.7 (30.6) n/a
Emerging Markets (18.7) 14.4 55.8 (45.6) (5.8)
 MSCI All Country World Index (5.6) 7.1 14.0 (26.8) (4.2)

Alternative Investments 16.2 10.2 (2.4) 5.5 7.2
Combined Benchmark 14.2 9.6 3.2 2.5 7.3

Real Estate 23.3 12.4 (7.3) 5.5 7.9
IPD Large Institutional All Property Index (B) 22.0 11.2 (0.1) 3.1 8.7
Infrastructure and Private Debt & Loan (A)(B) 6.5 4.6 2.8 18.8 8.0
CPI plus 6% 8.9 8.0 7.0 8.0 8.0
Timberland (A)(B) 16.9 7.2 (7.3) (8.7) 1.5
CPI plus 4%  6.9 6.0 5.0 6.0 6.0
Hedge Funds 10.1 12.6 16.9 (27.2) 1.3
HFRX Global Investable Index (8.4) 5.2 12.9 (24.3) (4.8)

(A) Any changes to returns subsequent to 
January 20, 2012 will be reflected in 
the next reporting period.

(B) The overall actual return for 2010 has 
been decreased from 10.1% to 10.0% 
resulting from changes to estimated 
returns for private income (7.8% to 
4.6%) and timberland (-0.8% to 7.2%). 
The real estate benchmark changed 
from 11.6% to 11.2%.

(C) The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is 
reported on a one-month lagged basis.

Table of Investment Returns (A)
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Administration Report
The Board is responsible for the operation and administration 

of the UAPP. This includes the collection of member data and 

contributions, the calculation and payment of pensions and 

other benefits, and the communication of pension information 

to members, pensioners and employers. The 2011 results in 

these areas are as follows.

Active Membership & Contributions
Active membership in the UAPP increased marginally during 

2011 to 7,592 members at December 31, 2011 from 7,582 at 

the end of 2010. Over the last decade, active membership in 

the UAPP has grown annually at a rate of 4.1%. As a result of 

higher salaries, total contributions received from employers, 

employees and the Province of Alberta grew by 4.5%, to 

$198.5 million in 2011 from $190 million in 2010.

Pensioners & Benefit Payments
In 2011, the number of retired employees and surviving 

spouses of pensioners receiving a pension from the UAPP 

increased by 4.2% to 3,998 from 3,838 in 2010. During the year, 

the total payments to pensioners rose by 5.8% (2010: 4.5%), 

to $163.9 million from $154.9 million in 2010. Pensioners 

were granted a cost-of-living increase of 0.60% effective 

January 1, 2011. The most popular pension choice among the 

new retirees with a spouse continues to be a Joint Life with a 

10-year guarantee.

Participation 2011 2010

Active Members 7,592 7,582

Deferred Members* 1,444 1,338

Pensioners 3,998 3,838

Total 13,034 12,758
*  includes non-vested, terminated members

New Pensioner Retirement Choices
During 2011 2011 2010

Single life – with or without guarantee 63 55

Joint life – 2/3 spouse, no guarantee 46 40

Joint life – 2/3 spouse, 10-year guarantee 36 57

Joint life – 100% spouse, no guarantee 40 32

Joint life – 100% spouse, 10-year guarantee 88 83

Total 273 267

Monthly Payment Distribution
As at December 31, 2011

Dollar Value ($) Per Month Member Pensions Spouse’s Pensions Total

1 to 999 488 22 510

1,000 to 1,999 469 40 509

2,000 to 2,999 585 30 615

3,000 to 3,999 678 23 701

4,000 to 4,999 707 11 718

5,000 to 5,999 512 6 518

6,000 and over 423 4 427

Total 3,862 136 3,998

New Pensioners 2011 2010

Normal Retirements 110 68

Early Retirements 158 196

Pensions to Surviving Spouses 5 3

Total 273 267
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Terminated and Deferred Members
Termination benefits amounting to $20.1 million (2010: $19.3 million) 

were paid during the year to or on behalf of former members of the 

UAPP. The number of terminated members who continue to have 

funds in the Plan climbed to 1,444 at the end of 2011 from 1,338 

in 2010.

Plan Expenses
In 2011, the UAPP’s general plan expenses amounted to $1.9 million 

($148 per member) compared to $1.8 million ($146 per member) 

in 2010. The increase in general plan expenses reflects additional 

consulting costs and higher office rent in 2011.

Management Discussion and Analysis

Members* 
94.4

Employers 
93.4

Province 
of Alberta 

10.7

Contributions ($ millions)

*members’ contributions include optional service contributions

Pension Bene�ts 
163.9

Termination Bene�ts 
to Members 

20.1

Administration 
Expenses 

1.9

Payments ($ millions)

2011201020092008200720062005200420032002
*includes non-vested, terminated members

Growth of Members and Pensioners
Active Deferred* Pensioners

8,770 9,220 9,687 10,097
10,713

11,387 11,972 12,533 12,758 13,034
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Service to Members
The UAPP’s goal is to provide high-quality pension services in a timely manner to members. To assess and promote quality service, service standards have been 

established and the delivery of services against those standards is closely monitored.

Service standards and performance results in areas of direct interest to members are as follows:

Management Discussion and Analysis

*Matrimonial Property Order

Responsibilities Service Level Standards 2011 Results

Time to answer calls
80% of calls answered within 20 seconds with a call 
abandonment rate below 5%

100% of calls answered within 20 seconds with a call 
abandonment rate of 0%

Escalated calls and voice mails Answered within 1 business day 100% of calls answered within 1 business day

Emails Answered within 2 business days 100% of emails answered within 2 business days

Written enquiries Answered within 5 business days 100% of written enquiries answered within 5 business days

Statement of options on termination 5 business days from receipt of all required information 99% of options on termination issued within 5 business days from 
receipt of all required information

Statement of options on retirement 5 business days from receipt of all required information 100% of options on retirement issued within 5 business days from 
receipt of all required information

Statement of options on death 5 business days from receipt of all required information 100% of options on death issued within 5 business days from 
receipt of all required information

MPO* estimate requests 5 business days from receipt of all required information 100% of MPO estimates issued within 5 business days from 
receipt of all required information

MPO final calculations 10 business days from receipt of all required information 100% of MPO final calculations issued within 10 business days 
from receipt of all required information

MPO payment authorization 3 business days from receipt of all required information 100% of all MPO payment authorizations issued within 3 business 
days from receipt of all required information
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Plan Communications
Member Handbooks were updated and 

distributed in January 2011, and the 

Communiqué was issued quarterly to update 

members and employers on topical subjects 

related to the UAPP and pensions. In addition, 

personal annual statements were available 

to members in May giving the details of their 

entitlements to the end of 2010. To promote 

member understanding of the UAPP, the 

Trustees’ Office continued to offer employers 

pension seminars for groups of employees as 

well as one-on-one information sessions.

Plan members and others continue to visit 

the UAPP website. There were over 100,000 

hits on the site in 2011. Popular subjects 

of interest included “What’s New”, Member 

Handbook, About Us, Contact Us, Information 

Sheets, and the Communiqué. The Trustees’ 

Office also receives comments and questions 

from members who use the Feedback feature 

on the website.

A call center is available to answer 

members’ pension-related questions. In 

2011, there were over 1,900 calls handled 

by the call center. Plan members accessed 

the Retirement Planner over 4,400 times 

during 2011.

Other Developments in 2011
 ◗ Enhanced reports were prepared to assist employers in 

the reconciliation of data with contribution remittances.

 ◗ Information Sheets have been revised and are available 
on the UAPP’s website under “Publications”.

 ◗ The pensioner audit was completed in 2011 and a policy 
for future audits was adopted.

 ◗ The Pension Benefits Administration User Group 
continued to meet to discuss common issues.

The Year Ahead
Key plans for 2012 include:

 ◗ Expand and re-vamp the UAPP’s website.

 ◗ Enhance systems to make employers’ and members’ 
interface more efficient.

 ◗ Audit approximately 25% of the pensioners.

 ◗ Provide all administration forms on the UAPP’s website.

 ◗ Continue to offer member information seminars and  
one-on-one member sessions.

 ◗ Promote the use of the website to encourage member 
self-service.

 ◗ Improve service by expanding direct delivery to members 
where possible.
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The financial statements and information in the 2011 Annual Report are the responsibility of management and have been approved by the Board of Trustees.

The financial statements have been prepared in conformity with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles and, of necessity, include some amounts 

that are based on estimates and judgments. Financial information presented in the 2011 Annual Report that relates to the operations and financial position of the 

Universities Academic Pension Plan is consistent with that in the financial statements.

Alberta Investment Management Corporation (AIMCo), acting in the capacity of investment manager, and Buck Consultants and CIBC Mellon, acting in the 

capacity of pension administrators, maintain systems of internal control, including written policies, standards and procedures and formal authorization structures.

These systems are designed to provide management with reasonable assurance that transactions are properly authorized, reliable financial records are 

maintained and assets are adequately accounted for and safeguarded.

The Audit Committee assists the Board of Trustees in discharging its responsibility to approve the annual financial statements. The Committee meets regularly 

with both management and external auditors to review the scope and timing of the audit as well as to review any internal control or financial issues and their 

resolution. The Committee reviews the annual financial statements and recommends them to the Board of Trustees for approval.

KPMG llp (KPMG), the Plan’s external auditor, provides an independent audit of operations, investments, and financial statements. Their examination is conducted 

in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards and includes tests and other procedures that allow them to report on the fairness of the 

financial statements. KPMG has full and unrestricted access to discuss the audit and related findings regarding the integrity and financial reporting and the 

adequacy of internal controls.

Virendra Gupta Dave Schnore
Executive Director Director, Finance and Administration
Universities Academic Pension Plan Universities Academic Pension Plan

Management’s Responsibility for Financial Reporting
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To the Board of Trustees of the Universities Academic Pension Plan

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the Universities Academic Pension Plan, which comprise the statement of financial position as at 
December 31, 2011, the statements of changes in net assets available for benefits and changes in pension obligation for the year then ended, and notes, comprising a 
summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information.

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for pension plans, 
and for such internal control as management determines necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether 
due to fraud or error.

Auditors’ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted 
auditing standards. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform an audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 
financial statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend 
on our judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk 
assessments, we consider internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures 
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes 
evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall 
presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Universities Academic Pension Plan as at December 31, 2011, 
and the changes in its net assets available for benefits and changes in its pension obligation for the year then ended in accordance with Canadian accounting standards 
for pension plans.

Comparative Information
Without modifying our opinion, we draw attention to Note 2(a) to the financial statements which describes that the Universities Academic Pension Plan adopted 
Canadian accounting standards for pension plans on January 1, 2011 with a transition date of January 1, 2010. These standards were applied retrospectively by 
management to the comparative information in these financial statements, including the statement of financial position as at December 31, 2010, and the statements 
of changes in net assets available for benefits and changes in pension obligation for the year ended December 31, 2010 and related disclosures. We are not engaged to 
report on the restated comparative information, and as such, it is unaudited.

Chartered Accountants
Edmonton, Canada
March 29, 2012

Independent Auditors’ Report
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Statement of Financial Position
As at December 31

($ thousands)
2011 2010

Net assets available for benefits

Assets

Investments (Note 3) $ 2,609,758 $ 2,524,800

Contributions receivable

Employers 7,977 7,663

Employees 7,984 7,734

Province of Alberta 1,031 862

Accrued investment income and accounts 
 receivable 1,826 35

Total Assets 2,628,576 2,541,094

Liabilities

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 1,029 735

Total Liabilities 1,029 735

Net assets available for benefits 2,627,547 2,540,359

Pension obligation and deficit

Pension obligation (Note 5) 3,819,000 3,550,100

Deficit (Note 2(a)) (Note 6) (1,191,453) (1,009,741)

Pension obligation and deficit $ 2,627,547 $ 2,540,359

The accompanying notes are part of these financial statements.

Statement of Changes in Net Assets
Available For Benefits
For the year ended December 31

($ thousands)
2011 2010

Increase in assets (Unaudited)

Contributions (Note 7) $ 198,563 $ 189,954

Investment income (Note 8) 81,493 238,583

280,056 428,537

Decrease in assets

Benefit payments (Note 10) (184,033) (174,217)

Investment expenses (Note 11) (6,924) (6,414)

Administrative expenses (Note 12) (1,911) (1,847)

(192,868) (182,478)

Increase in net assets 87,188 246,059

Net assets available for benefits at beginning 
 of year 2,540,359 2,294,300

Net assets available for benefits at end of year $ 2,627,547 $ 2,540,359

The accompanying notes are part of these financial statements.

(Unaudited)
(Restated Note 2(a))
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Statement of Changes in Pension Obligation
For the year ended December 31 ($ thousands)

2011 2011 2010

Pre-1992 Post-1991 Total Total
Increase in pension obligation (Unaudited)

Interest accrued on pension obligation $ 106,700 $ 139,700 $ 246,400 $ 235,500

Benefits earned - 126,700 126,700 124,700

Actuarial assumption changes (Note 5(a)) 10,200 32,300 42,500 -

Net experience (gain) 19,900 28,600 48,500 -

Cost-of-living experience (gain) (3,200) (1,800) (5,000) (20,000)

133,600 325,500 459,100 340,200

Decrease in pension obligation

Benefits paid, including interest 125,700 64,500 190,200 180,100

Net increase in pension obligation 7,900 261,000 268,900 160,100

Pension obligation at beginning of year 1,592,00 1,958,100 3,550,100 3,390,000

Pension obligation at end of year (Note 5) $ 1,599,900 $ 2,219,100 $ 3,819,000 $ 3,550,100

The accompanying notes are part of these financial statements.

Financial Statements
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended December 31, 2011  
(All figures in thousands unless specified otherwise)

Financial Statements

NOTE 1 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF THE PLAN
Effective January 1, 2001 the Universities Academic Pension Plan (the Plan) became a 
non-statutory pension plan subject to and registered under the Employment Pension Plans 
Act of Alberta. The Plan is also registered under the Income Tax Act. The Plan’s registration 
number is 0339572. The Plan operates under a Sponsorship and Trust Agreement signed 
by the Plan Sponsors. A complete description of the Plan can be found in the Sponsorship 
and Trust Agreement. The Board of Trustees appointed by Plan Sponsors is responsible for 
administration of the Plan. The summary description of the Plan described below applies to 
members who contribute to the Plan on or after January 1, 2001.

a) GENERAL
The Plan is a contributory defined benefit pension plan for academic staff members 
and other eligible employees of the Universities of Alberta, Calgary and Lethbridge, 
Athabasca University and The Banff Centre.

In addition, employees of the Board of Trustees and the professional staff of the 
University of Calgary Faculty Association, the Association of Academic Staff University of 
Alberta and the Athabasca University Faculty Association also participate in the Plan.

b) FUNDING POLICY
Contributions and investment earnings are expected to fund all benefits payable under 
the Plan. Employees and employers are responsible for fully funding service after 1991.

The unfunded liability for service prior to January 1, 1992 is financed by additional 
contributions from the Province of Alberta, employers and employees. These 
contribution rates are set on the basis that the additional contributions will eliminate 
the pre-1992 service unfunded liability on or before December 31, 2043. The Province 
pays 1.25% of salary and the balance of the required contributions are equally split 
between employees and employers.

Under the Employment Pension Plans Amendment Regulation 245/2003 (Order in 
Council 357/203), the Plan is exempt from funding solvency deficiencies effective 
January 1, 2003 in respect of all service.

The Board of Trustees, in consultation with the Plan’s actuary, reviews the contribution 
rates at least once every three years.

The contribution rates in effect on July 1, 2010 for employees of the Universities 
of Alberta, Calgary and Lethbridge, employees of the Board of Trustees, and the 

professional staff of the University of Calgary Faculty Association and the Association of 
Academic Staff University of Alberta were 10.55% of pensionable salary up to the Canada 
Pension Plan’s Year’s Maximum Pensionable Earnings (YMPE), 13.54% on pensionable 
salary above the YMPE and up to the pensionable salary cap, and 1.015% on earnings 
above the pensionable salary cap. Employers contribute at the same rate as employees.

The contribution rates in effect on July 1, 2010 for employees of Athabasca University, 
The Banff Centre and the professional staff of the Athabasca University Faculty 
Association were 10.05% of pensionable salary up to the YMPE and 13.04% on 
pensionable salary above the YMPE and up to the pensionable salary cap. Employers 
contribute at a rate 1.0% higher than employees. In addition, employees and employers 
provide equal matching contributions of 1.015% on earnings above the pensionable 
salary cap.

Effective July 1, 2012, contribution rates for employees of the Universities of Alberta, 
Calgary and Lethbridge, employees of the Board of Trustees, and the professional staff 
of the University of Calgary Faculty Association and the Association of Academic Staff 
University of Alberta shall increase to 11.17% of pensionable salary up to the YMPE, 
14.26% on pensionable salary above the YMPE and up to the pensionable salary cap, and 
1.17% on earnings above the pensionable salary cap. Employers contribute at the same 
rate as employees.

Also effective July 1, 2012, conbtribution rates for employees of Athabasca University, 
The Banff Centre and the professional staff of the Athabasca University Faculty 
Association shall increase to 10.67% of pensionable salary up to the YMPE and 13.76% 
on pensionable salary above the YMPE and up to the pensionable salary cap. Employers 
contribute at a rate 1.0% higher than employees. In addition, employees and employers 
provide equal matching contributions of 1.17% on earnings above the pensionable 
salary cap.

 c) RETIREMENT BENEFITS
The Plan provides for a pension based upon the average pensionable salary of the 
highest five consecutive years. For service before 1994, the pension is 2% for each year 
of pensionable service. From January 1, 1994, the Plan’s benefits and contributions were 
integrated with the Canada Pension Plan. As a result, pensions for service after 1993 are 
reduced at age 65. The reduction is 0.6% of the average YMPE for the same five years as 
used in calculating the average pensionable salary of the highest five consecutive years. 
The maximum service allowable under the Plan is 35 years.

Members are entitled to an unreduced pension for service before 1994 if they have 
attained age 55 and have at least two years of membership.
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Members are entitled to an unreduced pension for service after 1993 if they have either 
attained age 60 and have at least two years of membership or have attained age 55 
and the sum of their age and years of membership equals at least 80.

Members are entitled to a reduced pension for service after 1993 if they have attained 
age 55 and have at least two years of membership.

Members who become disabled and have at least two years of membership and are 
not in receipt of benefits from an approved disability plan are eligible to apply for a 
disability pension.

d) DEATH BENEFITS
Death benefits are payable on the death of a member. If the member had at least two 
years of membership, a surviving spouse may choose to receive a pension based on 
total service or a lump sum payment. For a beneficiary other than a spouse, or where 
membership is less than two years, a lump sum payment must be paid.

 e) TERMINATION BENEFITS
Members who terminate with two or more years of membership and are not 
immediately entitled to a pension may elect to receive a deferred pension or a lump 
sum refund.

Refunds on service performed before 1994 equal employee and employer 
contributions plus interest, or the commuted value of the member’s earned pension, 
whichever is greater.

Refunds on service performed after 1993 equal 1.75 times employee contributions plus 
interest, or the commuted value of the member’s earned pension, whichever is greater.

Refunds are subject to the Plan’s lock-in provisions and excess contribution rules.

Members with less than two years of membership are entitled to a refund of their own 
contributions plus interest.

f) DISABILITY BENEFITS
Members who become disabled and are in receipt of benefits from an approved 
disability plan continue to earn pensionable service credits under the Plan.

g) OPTIONAL SERVICE TRANSFERS
Leaves of absence which are purchased before April 30th following a return to work 
are costed based on the contributions which would have been paid during the leave 
period plus interest. All other optional service purchases are costed on an actuarial 
reserve basis and are cost neutral to the Plan. Funds related to the transfer of service to 
other plans are based on the regular termination benefits.

Financial Statements

h) COST-OF-LIVING ADJUSTMENTS
Pensions payable are increased each year on January 1st by an amount equal to 60% 
of the increase in the Alberta Consumer Price Index. The increase is based on the 
increase during the twelve-month period ending on October 31st in the previous 
year.

NOTE 2 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND 
REPORTING PRACTICES

a) BASIS OF PRESENTATION
These financial statements are prepared on the going concern basis in accordance 
with Canadian accounting standards for pension plans. The Plan has elected to 
apply International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) for accounting policies 
that do not relate to its investment portfolio or pension obligation. The statements 
provide information about the net assets available in the Plan to meet future benefit 
payments and are prepared to assist plan members and others in reviewing the 
activities of the Plan for the year.

The Accounting Standards Board (AcSB) issued revised Canadian accounting 
standards for pension plans. The Plan adopted the new standards under CICA 
Section 4600 on January 1, 2011 on a retrospective basis. There is no impact on the 
net assets available for benefits or the pension obligation with the implementation 
of this new section.  Additional disclosures have been made to derivative financial 
instruments (Note 3(k)) and investment risk management (Note 4) in accordance 
with IFRS 7 - Financial Instruments, and to contributions (Note 7) and benefit 
payments (Note 10).  The deficit at the beginning of the year 2010 has been restated 
to $1,095,700 from $971,000 and the deficit at the end of the year 2010 has been 
restated from $1,122,941 to $1,009,741. The increase in 2010 of the opening deficit 
of $124,700 and the decrease of the closing deficit of $113,200 is because the 
actuarial adjustment for fluctuation of net assets can no longer be included in the 
amount represented in the statement of financial position as net assets available for 
benefits, or for the resulting surplus or deficit, under CICA Section 4600.34. Only the 
net assets available for benefits and the pension obligation are accounted for in the 
surplus or deficit.

The Plan invests in units of pooled investment funds established and administered 
by Alberta Investment Management Corporation (AIMCo). Pooled investment funds 
have a market-based unit value that is used to allocate income to pool participants 
and to value purchases and sales of pool units. Pooled investment funds include 
financial instruments (including derivatives), investment receivables and liabilities, 
and cash.
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b) VALUATION OF INVESTMENTS
Investments in units of pooled investment funds are recorded in the financial 
statements at fair value. Differences in valuation estimates provided to Alberta Finance 
after the year-end cut-off date are reviewed by management.  Differences considered 
immaterial by management are included in investment income in the following year.

The fair value of the units is based on the fair value of the underlying investments in 
the pooled investment funds. Fair value is the amount of consideration agreed upon in 
an arm’s length transaction between knowledgeable, willing parties who are under no 
compulsion to act.

The methods used by AIMCo to determine the fair value of investments held by pooled 
investment funds is explained in the following paragraphs:

i. Short-term securities, public fixed income securities and equities are valued at the 
year-end closing sale price or average of the latest bid and ask prices quoted by an 
independent securities valuation company.

ii. Private fixed income securities and mortgages are valued based on the net present 
value of future cash flows. These cash flows are discounted using appropriate 
interest rate premiums over similar Government of Canada benchmark bonds 
trading in the market.

iii. The fair value of private equity and infrastructure investments is estimated 
by managers or general partners of private equity funds, pools and limited 
partnerships. Valuation methods may encompass a broad range of approaches. 
The cost approach is used to value companies without either profits or cash flows. 
Established private companies are valued using the fair market value approach 
reflecting conventional valuation methods including discounted cash flows and 
multiple earnings analyses.

iv. The fair value of real estate investments is reported at their most recent appraised 
value net of any liabilities against the real property. Real estate properties are 
appraised annually by qualified external real estate appraisers. Appraisers use a 
combination of methods to determine fair value including replacement cost, direct 
comparison, direct capitalization of earnings and the discounted cash flows.

v. The fair value of Absolute Return Strategy Pool investments is estimated by external 
managers.

vi. The fair value of timberland investments is appraised annually by independent third 
party valuators.

For private investments, absolute return strategies and timberland investments, the 

fair value is based on estimates where quoted market prices are not readily available. 
Estimated fair values may not reflect amounts that could be realized upon immediate 
sale, or amounts that ultimately may be realized. Accordingly, the estimated fair values 
may differ significantly from the values that would have been used had a ready market 
existed for these investments.

c) INVESTMENT INCOME AND EXPENSES
Investment income and expenses are recognized on an accrual basis. Dividends are 
accrued on the ex-dividend date. Gains or losses on investments, including those from 
derivative contracts, are recognized concurrently with changes in fair value. 

Transaction costs are incremental costs directly attributable to the acquisition or issue 
of a financial asset or liability. Transaction costs are expensed, and include fees and 
commissions paid to agents, advisors and brokers.

d) CONTRIBUTIONS, BENEFIT PAYMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
Contributions, benefit payments, administrative expenses and related accounts 
receivable and payable are recorded on an accrual basis.

e) FOREIGN EXCHANGE
Foreign currency transactions are translated into Canadian dollars using average rates 
of exchange. At the year-end, the fair value of investments and any other assets and 
liabilities denominated in a foreign currency are translated at the year-end exchange 
rate.  Exchange differences are included in the determination of investment income.

f) VALUATION OF DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS
Derivative contracts (see Note 3(k)) include equity index swaps, interest rate swaps, 
forward foreign exchange contracts, futures contracts, credit default swaps, cross-
currency interest rate swaps, swap option contracts and warrants and rights. The value 
of derivative contracts is included in the fair value of pooled investment funds. The 
estimated amount receivable or payable from derivative contracts at the reporting date 
is determined by the following methods:

i. Equity index swaps are valued based on changes in the appropriate market index net 
of accrued floating rate interest.

ii. Interest rate swaps and cross-currency interest rate swaps are valued based on 
discounted cash flows using current market yields and yearend exchange rates.

iii. Credit default swaps are valued based on discounted cash flows using current market 
yields and calculated default probabilities.

iv. Forward foreign exchange contracts and futures contracts are based on quoted 
market prices.
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($ thousands)
2011 2011 2010 2010

Fair Value* % Fair Value %
Interest-bearing securities

Cash and short-term securities (a) $ 14,238 0.5 $ 23,345 0.9
Bonds and mortgages (b) 626,285 24.0 453,905 18.0
Real return bonds (c) 195,338 7.5 187,997 7.4

835,861 32.0 665,247 26.3
Equities

Canadian public equities (d) 445,649 17.1 445,292 17.7
Foreign public equities (e) 973,730 37.3 1,129,119 44.7

1,419,379 54.4 1,574,411 62.4
Alternative investments

Real estate (f ) 198,119 7.6 171,024 6.8
Infrastructure and private debt and loan (g) 113,676 4.3 79,199 3.1
Absolute return strategies (hedge funds) (h) 22,386 0.9 27,390 1.1
Timberland (i) 20,337 0.8 7,529 0.3

354,518 13.6 285,142 11.3
Total investments (j)(k) $ 2,609,758 100.0 $ 2,524,800 100.0

v. Options to enter into interest rate swap option contracts are valued based on 
discounted cash flows using current market yields and volatility parameters which 
measure changes in the underlying swap.

vi. Warrants and rights are valued at the year-end closing sale price or the average of the 
latest bid and ask prices quoted by an independent securities valuation company.

g) VALUATION OF PENSION OBLIGATION
The value of the pension obligation and changes therein during the year are based on 
an actuarial valuation prepared by an independent firm of actuaries. A valuation must 
be performed at least every three years and results from the most recent valuation are 
extrapolated, on an annual basis, to year-end. The valuation uses the projected benefit 

NOTE 3 INVESTMENTS

The Plan’s investments are managed at the asset class level for purposes of evaluating the 
Plan’s risk exposure and investment performance against approved benchmarks based on 
fair value. AIMCo invests the Plan’s assets in accordance with the Statement of Investment 
Policies and Goals (SIP&G) approved by the Plan’s board. The Plan invests in units of 
pooled investment funds established and administered by AIMCo. The fair value of pool 

*  Investment balances are based on amounts provided by AIMCo on the 6th business day. Any subsequent changes to these values 
will be recorded in the next reporting period.

method pro-rated on service and management’s best estimate, as at the valuation and 
extrapolation date, of various economic and non-economic assumptions.

h) MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY
In preparing these financial statements, management is required to make estimates and 
assumptions in circumstances where actual values are unknown. These estimates and 
assumptions affect the amounts reported in the financial statements. Actual results may 
materially differ from the estimates used (see Note 2(b) and Note 5).

i) INCOME TAXES
The Plan is a registered pension plan, as defined by the Income Tax Act (Canada) and, 
accordingly, is not subject to income taxes.

units is based on the Plan’s share of the net asset value of the pooled investment funds. 
Pooled investment funds have a market based unit value that is used to allocate income to 
participants of the pool and to value purchases and sales of pool units. AIMCo is delegated 
authority to independently purchase and sell securities in the pools and Plan, and units of 
the pools, within the ranges approved for each asset class (see Note 4).

a) Cash and short-term securities includes deposits in the Consolidated Cash Investment 
Trust Fund totalling $14,238 (2010: $21,783) and short-term securities of $nil (2010: $1,562). 
Terms to maturity and market yield at December 31, 2011 are reported in Note 4(c)).

b) The bond and mortgage portfolio includes allocations to universe bonds totalling 
$193,445 (2010: $55,107), long government bonds totalling $343,013 (2010: $306,876) 
and mortgages totalling $89,827 (2010: $91,922). The portfolio includes investments 
in government direct and guaranteed bonds, mortgage-backed securities, corporate 
bonds, asset-backed securities, private debt issues, private mortgages, repurchase 
agreements, debt related derivatives and loans. Terms to maturity and market yield at 
December 31, 2011 are reported in Note 4(c)).

c) The inflation sensitive real return bond portfolio is primarily made up of bonds that are 
issued by the government of Canada, and bear interest at a fixed rate adjusted for inflation. 
Terms to maturity and market yield at December 31, 2011 are reported in Note 4(c)).

d) The Plan’s Canadian public equity portfolio includes directly held investments in 
Canadian public companies and indirect exposure to Canadian public equity markets 
through structured equity products using index swaps and futures contracts linked to 
the Standard and Poor’s Toronto Stock Exchange (S&P/TSX) Composite Index and 
S&P/TSX 60 Index.

(Unaudited)
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e) The global developed market is used to describe countries whose economies and 
capital markets are well established and mature. The Plan’s global developed public 
equity portfolio includes directly held investments in public companies in the US, 
Europe, Australasia and the Far East (EAFE), emerging markets and Canada. The Fund’s 
indirect exposure to global developed markets and emerging markets is also attained 
by investing in structured equity products using index swaps and futures contracts 
linked to the Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) World Total Return Index, 
MSCI EAFE Index, S&P 500 Index and MSCI Emerging Markets Free Net Index. A 
component of the Fund’s global portfolio includes investments in North American 
concentrated equities which include larger holdings in mid-size Canadian and American 
companies ranging from 5% to 20% of outstanding common shares. Emerging markets 
equities consist of publicly traded equities in countries in the process of rapid growth 
and industrialization such as Brazil, Russia, India and China. The portfolio is actively 
managed by external managers with expertise in emerging markets.

f ) The real estate portfolio is primarily held in Canada. Real estate is held through 
intermediary companies, which issue common shares and participating debentures 
secured by a charge on real estate. Risk is reduced by investing in properties that 
provide diversification by geographic location, by property type and by tenancy. Real 
estate returns are positively correlated to inflation and negatively correlated to returns 
from fixed income securities and equities which provide diversification from the 
securities market with opportunities for high return.

g) The infrastructure portfolio includes investments in infrastructure partnerships 
totalling $87,521 (2010: $75,532) and investments in private debt and loans totalling 
$26,155 (2010: $3,667). Infrastructure partnerships are structured to provide high 
returns plus inflation sensitivity with a long investment horizon. Investments may 
include transportation and logistic investments (e.g., toll roads, airports, ports and rail), 
power or energy investments (e.g., contracted power generation, power transmission 
pipelines) and utilities (e.g., water, waste water, natural gas networks). Private debt and 
loan investments are in Canada, the United States and Europe. The debt will generally 
be unrated and if rated would be non-investment grade, i.e., BB and lower. These 
investments may include senior secured loans, leveraged loans, mezzanine debt and 
convertible debt.

h) The absolute return strategies (hedge funds) use external managers who employ 
various investment strategies which are expected to produce absolute positive 
investment returns with lower volatility. Investments are made through multi-hedge 
fund-of-funds and direct investments to increase strategy diversification.

Financial Statements

($ thousands)
Investment: Level One Level Two Level Three Total
Interest-bearing securities $ - $ 746,034 $ 89,827 $ 835,861
Equities 1,040,261 379,118 - 1,419,379
Alternative investments - - 354,518 354,518
2011 - Total Amount $ 1,040,261 $ 1,125,152 $ 444,345 $ 2,609,758

 - Percent 40% 43% 17% 100%
2010 - Total Amount (Unaudited) $ 1,072,258 $ 1,073,916 $ 378,626 $ 2,524,800

 - Percent 42% 43% 15% 100%
(Decrease) Increase  
   during the year $ (31,997) $ 51,236 $ 65,719 $ 84,958

i) Canadian and foreign timberland investments are inflation sensitive and long-duration. 
The Canadian timberland investment includes an interest in timber and related land 
located in the Province of British Columbia. The foreign investment primarily includes 
forestry and agricultural land in Australia.

j) The following table provides a summary of management’s estimate of the relative 
reliability of data or inputs used by AIMCo to measure the fair value of the Plan’s 
investments. The measure of reliability is determined based on the following 
three levels:

Level One: Fair value is based on unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for 
identical assets or liabilities traded in active markets. Level one primarily includes 
publicly traded listed equity investments.

Level Two: Fair value is based on valuation methods that make use of inputs, other than 
quoted prices included within level one, that are observable by market participation 
either directly through quoted prices for similar but not identical assets or indirectly 
through observable market information used in valuation models. Level two primarily 
includes debt securities and derivative contracts not traded on a public exchange 
and public equities not traded in an active market. For these investments, fair values 
are either derived from a number of prices that are provided by independent pricing 
sources or from pricing models that use observable market data such as swap curves 
and credit spreads.

Level Three: Fair value is based on valuation methods where inputs that are based on 
non-observable market data have a significant impact on the valuation. Level three 
primarily includes real estate, private equities, timberland and private income and debt 
investments. For these investments trading activity is infrequent and fair values are 
derived using valuation techniques.
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($ thousands)
2011 2010

Maturity (Unaudited)

Purpose
Under
1 Year

1 to 3
Years

Over
3 Years

Notional
Amount (a)

Net Fair
Value (b)

Notional
Amount (a)

Net Fair
Value (b)

% ($ thousands) ($ thousands)
Equity replication derivatives (c) 94 6 - $ 1,598,514 $ 15,417 $ 1,562,652 $ 28,244
Interest rate derivatives (d) 44 22 34 258,214 (2,115) 245,029 (4,831)
Foreign currency derivatives (e) 100 - - 660,881 (562) 433,207 (144)
Credit risk derivatives (f ) 19 20 61 85,373 (1,612) 30,923 (328)
Derivative related receivables, net 11,128 22,941
Deposits in futures margin accounts 14,641 15,996
Deposits as collateral for derivitive contracts 12 -
Net derivative related investments $ 25,781 $ 38,937

k) Included in the fair value of the Plan’s investments in various pooled funds, summarized in Note 3 by asset class, is the 
fair value of derivative contracts. A derivative is a financial contract with the following three characteristics: (1) its value 
changes in response to the change in a specified interest rate, equity or bond index price, foreign exchange rate or 
credit rating; (2) it requires no initial net investment, or the initial investment is smaller than required for exposure to a 
similar investment market; and (3) it is settled in the future. AIMCo uses various types of derivative contracts through 
pooled investment funds to gain access to equity markets and enhance returns, manage exposure to interest rate 
risk, currency risk, and credit risk and for asset mix purposes. The notional value of a derivative contract represents 
the amount to which a rate or price is applied in order to calculate the exchange of cash flows with a counterparty. 
At December 31, 2011, the net fair value of derivative related investments, including deposits in futures contracts 
margin accounts and deposits as collateral, totaled $25,781 or 1% of total investments (2010: $38,937 or 1.5% of 
total investments).

The following is a summary of the Plan’s proportionate share of the notional amount and fair value for each class of 
derivative financial instrument included in the fair value of portfolio investments at December 31, 2011:

Net derivative related receivables of $11,128 are comprised 
of net receivables from counterparties of $31,167 and net 
payables to counterparties of $20,039. The current credit 
exposure is represented by the amount of net receivables 
from counterparties. Cash flows associated with receivables 
and payables on derivative contracts is generally settled 
every three months.

(a)  The notional amounts upon which payments are based 
are not indicative of the credit risk associated with 
derivative contracts.

(b)  The method of determining fair value of derivative 
contracts is described in Note 2(e).

(c)   Equity replication derivatives provide for the Plan to 
receive or pay cash based on the performance of a 
specified market-based equity index, security or basket 
of equity securities applied to a notional amount. Equity 
derivatives primarily include equity index swaps, futures 
contracts and rights, warrants, and options.

(d)  Interest rate derivatives allow the Plan to exchange 
interest rate cash flows (fixed, floating and bond index) 
based on a notional amount. Interest rate derivatives 
primarily include interest rate swaps and cross currency 
interest rate swaps, bond index swaps, futures contracts 
and options.

(e)  Foreign currency derivatives include contractual 
agreements to exchange specified currencies at an 
agreed upon exchange rate and on an agreed settlement 
date in the future.

(f )   Credit risk derivatives include credit default swaps, 
allowing the Plan to buy and sell protection on credit risk 
inherent in a bond. A premium is paid or received, based 
on a notional amount, in exchange for a contingent 
payment, should a defined credit event occur with 
respect to the underlying security.

At December 31, 2011, the value of equity replication 
derivatives includes amounts related to counterparties 
that are public service pension plans and Government of 
Alberta endowment funds managed by AIMCo. The net fair 
value of these contracts totalled $2,054 (2010: $(609)).

($ thousands)
2011 2010

(Unaudited)

Balance, beginning of year $ 378,626 $ 332,564
Investment income 56,879 34,567
Purchases of Level 3 pooled fund units 72,420 54,320
Sale of Level 3 pooled fund units (63,580) (42,825)

Balance, end of year $ 444,345 $ 378,626

Reconciliation of Level 3 Fair Value Measurements:
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NOTE 4 INVESTMENT RISK MANAGEMENT
The Plan is exposed to financial risks associated with the underlying securities held 
in the pooled investment funds created and managed by AIMCo. These financial risks 
include credit risk, market risk and liquidity risk. Credit risk relates to the possibility 
that a loss may occur from the failure of another party to perform according to the 
terms of a contract. Market risk is comprised of currency risk, interest rate risk and 
price risk. Liquidity risk is the risk the Plan will not be able to meet its obligations as 
they fall due.

The investment policies and procedures of the Plan are clearly outlined in the SIP&G. 
The SIP&G is approved by the Board. The purpose of the SIP&G is to ensure the Plan 
is invested and managed in a prudent manner in accordance with current, accepted 
governance practices incorporating an appropriate level of risk. The Board manages 
the Plan’s return-risk trade-off through asset class diversification, target ranges on 
each asset class, diversification within each asset class, quality constraints on fixed 
income instruments and restrictions on amounts exposed to countries designated 
as emerging markets. Forward foreign exchange contracts may be used to manage 
currency exposure in connection with securities purchased in a foreign currency (see 
Note 3(k)).

Actuarial liabilities of the Plan are primarily affected by the long-term real rate of 
return expected to be earned on investments. In order to earn the best possible 
return at an acceptable level of risk, the Board has established the following asset mix 
policy ranges:

Cash and fixed income 25-35%
Public equities 50-60%
Alternative investments 7.5-20%

a) Credit risk
Counterparty credit risk is the risk of loss arising from the failure of a counterparty 
to fully honour its financial obligations with the Plan. The credit quality of financial 
assets is generally assessed by reference to external credit ratings. Credit risk can 
also lead to losses when issuers and debtors are downgraded by credit rating 
agencies usually leading to a fall in the fair value of the counterparty’s obligations. 
Credit risk exposure for financial instruments is measured by the positive fair value 
of the contractual obligations with counterparties. The fair value of all investments 
reported in Note 3 is directly or indirectly impacted by credit risk to some degree. 
The majority of the Plan’s investments in debt securities are with counterparties 
considered to be investment grade.

Credit rating Fair Value
Investment Grade (AAA to BBB-) 88%
Speculative Grade (BB+ or lower) 0%
Unrated 12%

100%

The Plan is exposed to credit risk associated with the underlying debt securities held in pooled 
investment funds managed by AIMCo. The table below summaries these debt securities by 
counterparty credit rating at December 31, 2011:

The Plan’s maximum credit risk in respect of 
derivative financial instruments is the fair 
value of all derivative-related receivables from 
counterparties (see Note 3(k)). The Plan can 
only transact with counterparties to derivative 
contracts with a credit rating of A+ or higher 

by at least two recognized ratings agencies. Provisions are in place to either transfer or 
terminate existing contracts when the counterparty has their credit rating downgraded. The 
exposure to credit risk on derivatives is reduced by entering into master netting agreements 
and collateral agreements with counterparties. To the extent that any unfavourable contracts 
with the counterparty are not settled, they reduce the Plan’s net exposure in respect of 
favourable contracts with the same counterparty.

To generate additional income, the Plan participates in a securities-lending program. Under 
this program, the custodian may lend investments held in pooled funds to eligible third 
parties for short periods. Securities borrowers are required to provide collateral to assure the 
performance of redelivery obligations. Collateral may take the form of cash, other investments 
or a bank-issued letter of credit. All collateralization, but the borrower, must be in excess of 
100% of the investments loaned.

b) Foreign currency risk
The Plan is exposed to foreign currency risk associated with the underlying securities held in 
pooled investment funds that are denominated in currencies other than the Canadian dollar. 
Foreign currency risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument 
will fluctuate because of changes in foreign exchange rates. As a result, fluctuations in the 
relative value of the Canadian dollar against these foreign currencies can result in a positive or 
negative effect on the fair value of investments. Approximately 38% of the Plan’s investments, 
or $989 million, are denominated in currencies other than the Canadian dollar, with the largest 
foreign currency exposure being to the US dollar (18%) and the euro (4%).

A ten percent increase in the value of the Canadian dollar against all currencies, with all other 
variables and underlying values held constant, would result in an approximate decrease in 
the value of the Plan’s investments by $99 million (2010: $121 million). The following table 
summarizes the Plan’s exposure to foreign currency investments held in pooled investment 
funds at December 31, 2011:
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2010 Valuation and 
2011 Extrapolation

2008 Valuation and 
2010 Extrapolation

% %
Asset real rate of return

Next 2 years 4.00 4.00
Thereafter 4.00 4.00

Inflation rate
Next 2 years 2.40 2.70
Thereafter 2.40 2.70

Discount rate 6.40 6.70
Salary escalation rate *

Next 2 years 4.00 6.25
Thereafter 2.90 3.20

Pension cost-of-living increase as a percentage
   of Alberta Consumer Price Index 60.00 60.00

* In addition to merit and promotion

($ millions)
2011

Currency Fair Value Sensitivity
US dollar $  476 $  (48)
Euro  108  (11)
Japanese yen  80  (8)
British pound  75  (7)
Australian dollar  40  (4)
Swiss franc  23  (2)
Other foreign currencies  187  (19)
Total foreign currency investments $  989 $  (99)

Asset Class < 1 year 1 - 5 years Over 5 years
Average Effective 

Market Yield
Cash and short-term securities 90% 10% 0% 1.3%
Bonds and mortgages 1% 22% 77% 3.9%
Real return bonds 7% 2% 91% 0.5%

c) Interest rate risk
The Plan is exposed to interest rate risk associated with the underlying interest-bearing 
securities held in pooled investment funds managed by AIMCo. Interest rate risk relates 
to the possibility that the investments will change in value due to future fluctuations 
in market interest rates. In general, investment returns from bonds and mortgages 
are sensitive to changes in the level of interest rates, with longer term interest bearing 
securities being more sensitive to interest rate changes than shorter term bonds. A 
one percent increase in interest rates, with all other variables held constant, would 
result in an approximate decrease in the value of the Plan’s fair value by approximately 
$83 million (2010: $79 million).

The table below summarizes the terms to maturity and effective market yield of the 
interest-bearing securities held in pooled investment funds at December 31, 2011:

approximate decrease in the value of the Plan’s fair value by approximately $113 million 
(2010: $125 million).

e) Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Plan will encounter difficulty in meeting obligations 
associated with its financial liabilities. Liquidity requirements of the Plan are met through 
income generated from investments, employee and employer contributions, and by 
investing in publicly traded liquid assets traded in an active market that are easily sold and 
converted to cash. These sources of cash are used to pay pension benefits and operating 
expenses, purchase new investments, settle derivative transactions with counterparties 
and margin calls on futures contracts. The Plan’s future liabilities include the accrued 
pension benefits obligation and exposure to net payables to counterparties (Note 3(k)).

NOTE 5 PENSION OBLIGATION
a) ACTUARIAL VALUATION AND EXTRAPOLATION

An actuarial valuation of the Plan was carried out as at December 31, 2010 by the 
Plan’s actuarial consultants, Aon Hewitt. The December 31, 2010 valuation results were 
extrapolated to December 31, 2011.

The pension obligation was determined using the projected benefit method prorated 
on service. The assumptions used in the valuation extrapolation were developed as the 
best estimate of expected short-term and long-term market conditions and other future 
events. After consultation with the Plan’s actuary, the Board of Trustees adopted this 
best estimate.

The major assumptions used were:

d) Price risk
Price risk relates to the possibility that equity investments will change in value due 
to future fluctuations in market prices caused by factors specific to an individual 
equity investment or other factors affecting all equities traded in the market. The Plan 
is exposed to price risk associated with the underlying equity investments held in 
pooled investment funds managed by AIMCo. The Plan’s investments are recorded at 
fair value on the statement of financial position. Changes in fair value of investments 
are recognized in the statement of changes in net assets available for benefits. A ten 
percent decrease in the value of equity market indices (S&P/TSX, S&P500, S&P1500, 
MSCI ACWI and their sectors), with all other variables held constant, would result in an 
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Sensitivities

Changes in
Assumptions

%

Increase in Plan’s 
Actuarial Deficiency

($ thousands)

Increase in
Current Service
Cost as a % of
Pensionable

Earnings *

Inflation rate increase holding discount 
   rate and salary escalation 
   assumptions constant 1.0 244,500 1.3

Salary escalation rate increase holding 
   inflation rate and discount rate 
   assumptions constant 1.0 44,200 0.7

Discount rate decrease holding 
   inflation rate and salary escalation 
   assumptions constant 1.0 550,100 3.8

* The current service cost as a % of pensionable earnings as determined by the December 31, 2010 
valuation is 17.80%.

($ thousands)
2011 2011 2010

Pre-1992 Post-1991 Total Total
(Unaudited)

Deficit $ 705,700 $ 304,041 $ 1,009,741 $ 1,095,700

Decrease (increase) in net assets 
   available for benefits

65,205 (152,393) (87,188) (246,059)

Net increase (decrease) in accrued 
   pension liability 7,900 261,000 268,900 160,100

Deficit $ 778,805 $ 412,648 $ 1,191,453 $ 1,009,741

($ thousands)
2011 2010

(Unaudited)

Interest-bearing Securities $  74,651 $  49,789
Real Return Bonds  32,471  19,067
Canadian Equities  (34,244)  71,361
Foreign Equities  (40,723)  68,911
Real Estate  38,697  18,810
Infrastructure and Private Debt & Loan  4,438  7,554
Absolute Return Strategies  2,520  2,971
Timberland  3,683  120

$  81,493 $  238,583

An actuarial valuation of the Plan will be carried out no later than December 31, 2013.  Any 
differences between the actuarial valuation results and extrapolation results as reported 
in these financial statements will affect the financial position of the Plan and will be 
accounted for as gains or losses in the following year.

b) SENSITIVITY OF CHANGES IN MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS
The Plan’s future experience will inevitably differ, perhaps significantly, from these 
assumptions. Any differences between the actuarial assumptions and future experience 
will emerge as gains or losses in future valuations and may materially affect the financial 
position of the Plan.

NOTE 6 DEFICIT

In accordance with the requirements of the Public Sector Pension Plans Act, a separate 
accounting is required of the pension deficit with respect to service that was recognized as 
pensionable as at December 31, 1991. 

($ thousands)
2011 2011 2010

Pre-1992 Post-1991 Total Total
(Unaudited)

(Restated) Note 2(a)
Fair value of net assets $ 821,095 $ 1,806,452 $ 2,627,547 $ 2,540,359
Pension Obligation 1,599,900 2,219,100 3,819,000 3,550,100
Deficit $ 778,805 $ 412,648 $ 1,191,453 $ 1,009,741

The deficit for accounting purposes may differ from that for funding purposes (see Note 14).

2011 2010
Current service (Unaudited)

Employers  $ 65,349  $ 63,759
Employees 65,247 62,527

Contributions to meet post-1991 unfunded liability and optional service
Employers 19,372 17,201
Employees 20,487 20,320

Contributions to meet pre-1992 unfunded liability
Employers 8,698 7,861
Employees 8,698 7,861
Province of Alberta 10,712 10,425

 $ 198,563 $ 189,954

NOTE 7 CONTRIBUTIONS

The following table summarizes the net assets available for benefits, pension obligation, 
and the resulting deficit as at December 31, 2011 allocated between the pre-1992 and 
post-1991 periods: 

NOTE 8 INVESTMENT INCOME
Investment income is comprised of income from investments in units of pooled funds 
which are created and managed by AIMCo.

The following is a summary of the Plan’s investment income by asset class:
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2011
2010

(restated) (d)

Four-year
Compound
Annualized

Return

Eight-year
Compound
Annualized

Return

Eighteen-year
Compound
Annualized

Return
Time-weighted rates of return (a) (percentage)

Actual gain 3.0 10.0 1.0 5.7 6.7
Policy Benchmark gain (b) 3.1 10.4 2.0 5.9 6.8
Value lost by investment manager (0.1) (0.4) (1.0) (0.2) (0.1)
Expected value added (c) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

($ thousands)
2011 2010

(Unaudited)

Retirement benefits $  163,899 $  154,874
Disability benefits  -  -
Termination benefits  18,916  16,455
Death benefits  1,218  2,888

$  184,033 $  174,217

NOTE 9 INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE 
(NET OF INVESTMENT ExPENSES)

The following is a summary of the investment performance results, net of fees, attained by 
the Plan:

(a)  The measure involves the calculation of the return realized by the Plan over a specified period 
and is a measure of the total proceeds received from an investment dollar initially invested. 
Total proceeds include cash distributions (interest and dividend payments) and capital gains 
and losses (realized and unrealized).

(b)  The policy benchmark is a product of the weighted average policy sector weights and sector 
returns. Some of the sector benchmark returns used in the determination of the overall policy 
benchmark are based on management’s best estimate which may vary significantly from the 
final benchmark return. Differences between the estimated sector benchmark returns and the 
final benchmark returns are recorded in the period of the change.

(c)  The SIP&G specifies that the investment manager is expected to deliver a return of 50 basis 
points, or 0.5%, net of fees, above the policy benchmark return on a continuous rolling four-
year time horizon.

(d)  Investment returns were provided by AIMCo on January 20, 2012. Any subsequent changes to 
returns will be reflected in the next reporting period. The actual return reported for 2010 has 
been restated to conform with changes made by AIMCo subsequent to the completion of the 
2010 financial statements. As a result, the actual return in 2010 changed from 10.1% to 10.0%.

NOTE 10 BENEFIT PAYMENTS

NOTE 11 INVESTMENT ExPENSES
Investment expenses are recognized on an accrual basis and include those costs and fees 
incurred to earn investment income of the Plan. The Plan recognizes portfolio management 
and administration expenses incurred directly by the Plan and its share of expenses 
through pooled investment funds.

Investment services provided by AIMCo are charged directly to the Plan and to pooled 
funds on a cost recovery basis. Investment services provided by external managers are 
charged to pooled funds based on a percentage of net assets under management at 
fair value, or committed amounts. Fees charged by external managers include primarily 
regular management fees and performance/incentive based fees to the extent recognized. 
Investment services include daily trading of securities, portfolio research and analysis, 
custody of securities, valuation of securities, performance measurement, maintenance of 
investment systems and internal audit.

Alberta Finance provides investment accounting, reporting and treasury management 
services for the Plan. A portion of these costs is charged to the Plan.

Investment expenses are provided below: ($ thousands)
2011 2010

(Unaudited)

Interest-bearing Securities $  816 $  568
Real Return Bonds  228  135
Canadian Equities  677  601
Foreign Equities  3,166  3,273
Real Estate  860  662
Infrastructure and Private Debt & Loan  809  910
Absolute Return Strategies (hedge funds)  239  201
Timberland  129  64

Total investment expenses $  6,924 $  6,414
Average fair value of investments $ 2,567,279 $ 2,401,966

Percent of investments at average fair value 0.27% 0.25%

Investment expenses per member $  537 $  507
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($ thousands)
2011 2010

(Unaudited)

General administrative expenses $  1,764 $  1,685
Board costs  72  84
Audit fees  57  44
Actuarial fees  18  34

$  1,911 $  1,847

NOTE 12 ADMINISTRATIVE ExPENSES

General Plan costs, including the costs for benefit 
administration and delivery, amounted to $148.00 per 
member (2010: $146.00 per member).

NOTE 13 REMUNERATION OF BOARD MEMBERS
Remuneration rates as approved by Plan Sponsors are as 
follows:

Remuneration rates effective April 1, 2009

Chair Trustee
Up to 4 hours $ 219 $ 164
4 to 8 hours 383 290
Over 8 hours 601 427

During the year, the following amounts were paid:

2011 2010
Remuneration (Unaudited)

Chair $ 2,079 $ 1,969
Trustees (8) 32,315 37,572

Travel expenses
Chair 1,195 1,628
Trustees (8) 21,194 25,142

Trustees are paid for attending and preparing for Board and 
Committee meetings and for time spent on specified UAPP 
business upon the approval of the Board. Preparation time for 
a meeting is remunerated at no more than 4 hours.

NOTE 14 CAPITAL
The Plan defines its capital as the funded position. The actuarial surplus or deficit is determined by an actuarial funding 
valuation performed, at a minimum, every three years. The objective is to ensure that the Plan is fully funded over the 
long term.

The Plan’s surplus (deficit) is determined on the fair value basis for accounting purposes. However, for funding valuation 
purposes, asset values are adjusted for fluctuations in fair values to moderate the effect of market volatility on the Plan’s 
funded status. Under this method, asset values are calculated based on what the asset value would be at the valuation 
date had the assets earned precisely the rate of return assumed in the actuarial valuation. This calculation is carried 
out independently at each of two starting points, namely the market value as at each of the two calendar year-ends 
preceding the valuation date. These two calculated values, together with the market value as at the valuation date, are 
averaged to determine the actuarial value of assets with a constraint limiting the actuarial value not to exceed 110% or 
fall below 90% of net assets available for benefits.

Actuarial asset values for funding valuation purposes amounted to $2,658,900 at December 31, 2011 (2010: $2,427,159), 
comprising of $827,600 (2010: $838,000) pre-1992 and $1,831,300 (2010: $1,589,159) post-1991.

The following table summarizes on the funding basis, the accrued pension liability, net assets available for benefits, and 
the resulting deficit as at December 31, 2011 allocated between the pre-1992 and post-1991 periods:

The Plan’s unfunded 
liability for service prior 
to January 1, 1992 
is being financed by 
additional contributions 
of 1.25% of salaries by 
the Province of Alberta 
with employers and 
employees equally 
sharing the balance of 

the contributions of 2.03% of salaries as required to eliminate the unfunded liability on or before December 31, 2043. The 
actuarial valuation shows the present value of the Province of Alberta’s obligation for future additional contributions was 
$275.6 million at December 31, 2010.

The Plan’s unfunded liability for service after December 31, 1991 was being financed by special payments of 5.09% of 
salaries shared equally between employers and employees until December 31, 2021.

The additional contributions and special payments have been included in the rates shown in Note 1(b).

NOTE 15 APPROVAL OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
These financial statements were approved by the Board of Trustees of the Plan.

($ thousands)
2011 2011 2010

Pre-1992 Post-1991 Total Total
(Unaudited)

Fair value of net assets $ 821,095 $ 1,806,452 $ 2,627,547 $ 2,540,359
Actuarial adjustment for fluctuation 
     in fair value of net assets 6,505 24,848 31,353 (113,200)
Actuarial value of net assets 
    available for benefits 827,600 1,831,300 2,658,900 2,427,159
Net increase in pension obligation 1,599,900 2,219,100 3,819,000 3,550,100
Actuarial deficit $ 772,300 $ 387,800 $ 1,160,100 $ 1,122,941
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Glossary - Terms
Absolute Return Strategies/Hedge Funds
Encompass a wide variety of investments and trading strategies in private 
and publicly-traded securities with the objective of realizing positive returns 
independent of market direction. Investments in absolute return strategies 
are made through fund-of-funds and specific fund investments to increase 
strategy diversification.

Active Management
Managing the investments of a portfolio with the objective of outperforming 
the return of its benchmark. Active management generally takes two forms 
– security selection or change in asset allocations within the prescribed 
ranges. Security selection is the buying and selling of particular securities to 
earn a return above a market index. Asset allocation refers to changing asset 
class or sector weights to earn a return above what would be available from 
maintaining the asset class or sector weight in the benchmark.

Asset Mix/Allocation
The allocation of a pension fund’s investments among various asset classes 
such as bonds, equities, real estate, etc.

Benchmark
A standard against which investment performance is measured.

Bonds
Certificates of indebtedness issued by corporations, municipalities or 
governments on which the issuer promises to pay a specified amount of 
interest for a specified length of time and to repay the loan on maturity or the 
expiration date. A bond purchaser is lending money to the issuer. Bonds have 
terms to maturity greater than one year.

Emerging Market
An economy in the earlier stages of development whose markets have 
sufficient size and liquidity and are receptive to foreign investment. Examples 
include China, Greece, and Brazil.

Equities/Common Stock
Units of ownership of a corporation where owners typically are entitled to vote 
on the selection of directors and other important matters as well as to receive 
dividends on their holdings. In the event that a corporation is liquidated, the 
claims of secured and unsecured creditors and owners of bonds and preferred 
stock take precedence over the claims of those who own common stock. The 
liability of owners of equity is limited to the amount paid for the stock.

External Manager
A third-party firm contracted by the Investment Manager to provide 
investment management services.

Large Cap
“Large cap” refers to firms with large market capitalization. Market 
capitalization is simply the market value of a corporation’s outstanding shares. 
In the US market, this refers to companies with market capitalization between 
$10 billion and $200 billion. These are the mega companies of the financial 
world: ExxonMobil, Microsoft, Citigroup, Wal-Mart and General Electric. 
Classifications such as “large cap” or “small cap” are only approximations that 
change over time.

Passive Management
Managing the investments of a portfolio with the objective of matching/
replicating the performance of a given market index or benchmark.

Policy Benchmark/Return
The “policy benchmark” is a composite return based on the percentage of a 
pension plan’s fund allocated by policy to each asset class and the market 
index return for that class. It is used to measure the plan’s relative performance.

Pooled Fund
A fund in which money from two or more investors is accepted for investment 
and where units allocated to each investor serve to establish the proportionate 
interest at any time of each investor in the assets of the fund.
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Private Income/Infrastructure
Private Income opportunities represent privately-negotiated investments 
in private and publicly-traded entities. These investments are selected, 
structured and managed to provide (i) a current income component of 
total return, (ii) diversification and (iii) an inflation hedge. These investment 
opportunities are typically capital-intensive and may include infrastructure 
projects (long-life assets used to provide essential services), bridge loans and 
corporate finance arrangements (with a current income component of total 
return). Most infrastructure assets are illiquid assets.

Real Return Bond
A fixed-income security (a bond) that generates a specified real rate of return. 
The real interest rate is the nominal (set) interest rate minus inflation.

Small Cap
“Small cap” refers to firms with relatively smaller market capitalization. 
Though there is no rigorous definition, in the US, a company with a market 
capitalization of between $300 million and $2 billion is considered a small cap. 
The definition can change over time.

Statement of Investment Policies and Goals
A comprehensive statement by the Board outlining the asset mix of the Fund, 
the allowable range for each asset class and the benchmarks for measuring 
performance.

Swap
A privately-negotiated contract between two parties to exchange a stream 
of periodic payments on certain dates in the future based on an underlying 
investment. The size of these payments is normally determined in relation to 
a nominal, underlying amount, called the notional amount. The underlying 
security, representing the notional amount, is not exchanged between 
counterparties. Swaps available in and between all financial markets include, 
but are not exclusive to, equities, currencies, fixed income and commodities.

Timberland
Timberland investments are made primarily in privately-owned areas of 
woodland; that is, forested areas consisting of both hardwood and softwood 
species. When responsibly managed, timberland investments are a renewable 
and sustainable resource. Timberland investments are illiquid assets.

Total Return
Interest income plus price increases or decreases.

Treasury Bill/T-bill
A short-term government debt security.

Unfunded Liability
When the actuarial valuation determines that a pension fund’s accrued 
liabilities exceed the assets available for the payment of benefits.

YMPE (Year’s Maximum Pensionable Earnings)
The maximum earnings set each year by the Canada Pension Plan (CPP) up to 
which employers and employees are required to make CPP contributions.

The YMPE for recent years is shown below:

2007 $ 43,700 2010 $ 47,200

2008 $ 44,900  2011 $ 48,300

2009 $ 46,300  2012 $ 50,100

Glossary
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BMO Small Cap Blended Index
An index maintained by BMO Nesbitt Burns that is made up of 400 
representative Canadian public companies and income trusts with market 
capitalizations of less than 0.1% of the S&P/TSX Composite total capitalization. 
This index is market capitalization weighted.

Consumer Price Index (CPI)
The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is an indicator of the prices encountered by 
consumers. It is obtained by calculating, on a monthly basis, the cost of a fixed 
“basket” of commodities purchased by a typical consumer during a given 
month. The CPI is published by Statistics Canada and is a widely used indicator 
of inflation (or deflation) in Canada.

DEX 91-Day T-Bills Index
An index maintained by PC Bond that represents the performance of 
Government of Canada 91-day Treasury Bills.

DEX Long Bond Index
An index maintained by PC Bond that tracks the performance of most 
marketable, domestically issued, Canadian bonds with terms to maturity of 
more than 10 years. This index is comprised of Canada’s, provincial, municipal 
and AAA-through BBB-rated corporate issuers.

DEX Long Government Bond Index
An index maintained by PC Bond that tracks the performance of bonds issued 
by the government of Canada (including crown corporations), provincial 
governments (including provincially guaranteed securities) and municipal 
governments with terms to maturity of more than 10 years.

DEX Real Return Bond Index
An index maintained by PC Bond that tracks the performance of real return 
(inflation-linked) bonds issued in Canada with terms to maturity of more than 
one year and a minimum credit rating of BBB (low).

DEX Universe Bond Index
An index maintained by PC Bond that tracks the performance of most 
marketable, domestically issued, Canadian bonds with terms to maturity 
of more than one year. This index is comprised of Canada’s, provincial, 
municipal and AAA-through BBB-rated corporate issuers.

HFRX Global Investable Index (Hedged C$)
An index maintained by the Hedge Fund Research, Inc. (HFR) that utilizes 
an objective rules-based methodology to diversify across hedge fund 
managers that have low correlations to traditional asset classes. This 
index is rebalanced quarterly and is passively investable. This is a US dollar 
denominated index where the US currency exposure is passively hedged 
back into Canadian dollars.

ICREIM/IPD Large Institutional All Property Index
An index maintained by the Institute of Canadian Real Estate Fund 
Managers/International Property Databank that measures the total return 
from the six largest Canadian peer funds, which individually have real estate 
portfolios valued greater than $1.5 billion.

MSCI ACWI (Morgan Stanley Capital International All Country 
World Index)
An index maintained by the MSCI Index Committee designed to measure 
market equity performance of developed and emerging markets. The 
MSCI ACWI is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that is 
calculated on a total return basis, which includes re-investment of net 
dividends after deduction of withholding taxes. As of December 31, 2010, 
the MSCI ACWI consisted of 45 country indices comprising 24 developed and 
21 emerging market indices representing approximately 85% of the market 
value of securities listed in the included countries.
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MSCI EAFE (Morgan Stanley Capital International – 
Europe, Australasia, Far East)
An index maintained by the MSCI Index Committee that is designed 
to measure developed public market equity performance, excluding 
the US and Canada. As of May 27, 2010, the MSCI EAFE Index 
consisted of 22 developed market country indices representing 
approximately 85% of the market value of securities listed in the 
included countries.

MSCI Emerging Markets Net Index
An index maintained by the MSCI Index Committee that is designed 
to measure emerging public market equity performance net of 
withholding taxes. As of May 27, 2010, the MSCI Emerging Market 
Index consisted of 21 emerging market country indices.

Russell 2500 Index
An index maintained by Russell Investments that measures the 
performance of the 2500 smallest companies in the Russell 3000. The 
Russell 2500 is taken to represent small and mid cap US equities.

S&P/TSX Composite Capped Index
An index maintained by the S&P Canadian Index Committee that 
measures the return on the largest companies and trust units listed 
on the Toronto Stock Exchange. Any stock in the S&P/TSX Capped 
Composite Index whose float capitalization exceeds 10% of the Index 
is capped at 10% during the quarterly rebalancing process.

Standard & Poor’s 500 Index
An index maintained by the Standard & Poor’s Index Committee that 
includes a representative sample of 500 leading operating companies 
in the US economy to create a broad market portfolio representing 
approximately 75% of the market capitalization of 
US public equities.
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